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4 Voriotion in Spoin

We have seen in Chapter 2 that all languages exist in a state of orderly

heterogeneity, whether one is considering the spatial, the social or the

diachronic aspects of variation, and in Chapter 3 we have co

the way in which such organized variation frequently determines the

way in which language change proceeds. Many of these general issueir

have been illustrated with data taken from the Peninsular langua

but in the present chapter we come to a more systematic consideration

of the distribution of linguistic features in the Spanish Peninsula.

we shall consider geographical variation, seeking an explanation

the main patterns of distribution of these features across the Peninsulai

Then we shall turn to social aspects of variation, where reasons for

ticular patterns of heterogeneity will be hard to find, but where

shall study some of the many striking instances in which linguistic

social variation are correlated.

4.1 Geogrophicolvoriolion

The present geographical distribution of features in the Peninsula

been determinedby fwo sets of circumstances, namely the existence

a northern dialect continuum, and the territorial expansion of

ern varieties which accompanied the reconquest of Islamic Spain.

northern dialect continuum stretches across the northern thi

approximately, of the Peninsula, and is part of the Romance di

continuum which extends from northwestern Spain into France

thence into Belgium, Switzerland and ltaly (see sections l.l.l

4.1.2). Certain varieties from this continuum were projected

wards through the Peninsula, as their speakers resettled

acquired territories, and were subject to a process of dialect co

and mixture (see Section 3.1), which involved not only different

ern varieties, but also varieties of Mozarabic (4.r.1). As this sout

)
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expansion progressed, processes of focusing and standardization (see
chapter 7) introduced breaks in the east-west continuum (see 2,i.2),
so that, in the southern rwo-thirds of the Peninsula, there occurred a
superimposition of isoglosses, a development which produced sharp
boundaries berween a western or Portuguese set of varieties, a central
or Castilian set, and an eastern or Catalan range.

I Mozarabic

Between the establishment of Latin in the Peninsula and the Islamic
invasions, which tookplace from e,o 7fi onwards, and with the excep-
tion of the Basque-speaking region (then much more extensive than
today), the entire Peninsula must have been covered by a dialect con-
tinuum. The northern Peninsular dialects are the only segments of
this continuum which have survived to the present day. Following the
imposition of Islamic power on the southern rwo-thirds of the
Peninsula, the Hispano-Romance dialect continuum did not simply
shrink, since Romance dialects continued in use for cenfuries in
Islamic spain, spoken as everyday vernaculars by christians, Muslims
andJews. These varieties we now refer to as the Mozarabicdialects, and
they have no direct modern descendants.r rhey either ceased to be
used as their speakers adopted Arabic, following conversion of fami-
lies to Islam (a process whichbecame important only from the rwelfth
century onwards, as Islamic Spain was subjected to increasing Islamic
fundamentalism), or they contributed to the dialect mixruie which
was created as the areas where they were spoken became incorpo-
rated into the expanding chrisrian states. Their effects upon such
dialect mixrures have not been fully assessed, partly because our
knowledge of their features is so limited. The amount of written evi-
dence which reveals the nature of the Mozarabic dialects is exceed-
ingly restricted, because these varieties were spoken in areas where

, the prestige standard for writing was Arabic, and because they were in
use at a period when, as almost everywhere in Europe, there was no

' orthography capable of reflecting vernacular speech. occasional
Mozarabic texts, mostly poems, and written in Arabic or Hebrew
script, together with small numbers of words and phrases contained in

i Hispano-Arabic texts, and limited evidence of post-reconquest
Mozatabic (sometimes isolated words in Latin-alphabet documents,
but sometimes entire notarial documents written in Arabic script),

, combine to provide us with a sketch of some of the phonological,
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76 4 Voriotion in Spoin

morphological and lexical characteristics of these southern Hispano'

Romance varieties.2
The Mozarabic dialects formed part of a continuum with the

dialects of Christian Spain until the Reconquest disrupted this conti'

nuiry by overlaying the northernmost Mozarabic dialects with new,

mixed varieties, and thereby providing a dialect boundary where

none had previously existed. So it is not surprising that southern vari-

eties should show features which were also present in parts, often

large parts, of the north. Such distribution implies that the features

concerned were to be found both in the north and in the centre and

south before the Islamic invasions of the early eighth centuql

whether these features were innovations which were then advancing

or archaisms which were then retreating. Thus, Galm6s (1983:

67-116) concludes that the Mozarabic of Toledo showed the follow'

ing characteristics:
1 Unconditioned diphthon gization of Latin stressed short E and d:

HERBA > Moz. yerbdt.o, derived from *yerba (like Cast. hierba','

Leon. yerba, At"g. yerba, yarba, but unlike Gal.-Ptg. erva, Cal

herb a)' grass' ; H o RrA > Moz. w er! a, w art a (like C ast . huerta, Leon.

giierta, guorta, A..g. giierta, gaclrto,but unlike Gal.-Ptg. horta, Cat.

horta) 
'garden'.

Diphthon gization of Latin stressed short d when followed by a

glide arisingin the groups -LJ-, -c'L-, -c'L-: ocuLU > Moz walyo,

welyo (like Leon . Neyu, Suolu, Attg. giiello, Cat. ull (< *[w6i{},

but unlike Gal.-Ptg. ollo, olho, Cast. ojo)'eye' .

Distinction of final l-:ul (< Lat. -ri), in masc. sing., from l-ol 1<'
Lat. -6), in masc. plur., as in Leonese (but by contrast with

Galician-Portuguese,Castil ian,AragoneseandCatalan).

Loss of final vowels: ppsnuAnru > Moz. febrayr, febrryr (like Cat''

febreq Arag. febrer, but unlike Gal.-Ptg. fevereiro, febrnro, Leon,

feb r eir u, feb r er u, C ast. febr ero )' Feb r u a ry' .
Maintenance of falling diphthongs leil or lail (and perhaps

I oul): rpsnulnru > Moz . febrayq febreyr (like Gal.-Ptg. feverarnl
febreiro, Western Leon. febreiru, but unlike Central and Easterfi

Leon. febreru, Cast. febrero, Ar ag. febrer, Cal febrer)' February'. i
Preservation of lf I (< Lat. r): rir,Ie > Moz.flya (like Gal.

flla, flha, We st e rn a nd C e n tr al Leon. fy a, Ar a g. flla, Cal flln,
unlike Eastern Leon. lhiyal, Cast. hija)'daughter'.

7 MaintenanceoftheLatininit ialgroupsrL-, cL-, FL-:pLANA >

l 0

1 l
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plano (like Arag., Cat. platu,but unlike ptg. chd, Gal. chd,Wesrern
Leon. chana, Central and Eastern Leon., Cast. Ilana) 

'flat, 
plain'.

Maintenanceof /d/ resultingfrom-L!-, -c'L-, -c'L-: ocuLU >Moz.
walyo, welyo (like Gal. -Ptg. ollo, olho, Leon. giieyu, guoyu (earlier
giiellu, giiollu), Ar"g. giiello, Cat. ull,but unlike Cast. ojo)'eye'.
Maintenance of the Latin group -MB-: coLUMBA > Moz. qolomba
(like Gal. -Ptg. pombo, Leon. palomba (< nerurrane), but unlike
Cast. paloma, Arag. palomn,Cat. colom)'pigeon, dove'.
Maintenance of the ltl in the Latin groups -cr-, -(u)Lr-, compet-
ing with their modification to lt[l: cutrELLU * -anru > Moz.
qutilyero 'cutler', 

recr0ce > Moz. lechuga'lettuce' (compare
LAcrE > Gal.-Ptg.leite, Western Leon. lleiti, tseiti, Arag. llet, Cat.
llet, versus central and Eastern Leon. llechi, cast. leche'milk').
Use of fem. plur. {-.r} < Lat. -Es: magranei pl. of magratu'pome-
granate' (compare Lat. cesis > central Asturia n cases, cat. cAses,
versus Gal.-Ptg., Leon., Cast., Arag. casts 

'houses').J

In the period between e.o 7fi and the disappearance of disrinctively
Southern Hispano-Romance several centuries later, there must have
been many innovations which arose at different places and times in
the Mozarabic continuum. However, apart from lexical innovations
(largely, borrowings from Arabic) few have come ro light. As a resuk,
almost all those who have studied the Mozarabic dialects have character-
ized them as being overwhelmingly conservative. some have even gone
so far as to claim that Mozarabic is so archaic that it presents us with a
picture, frozenin time, of what Peninsular Romance was like befor e 7lr .
such a view is, of course, untenable, since these varieties of speech, like
all other examples of living language, were inevitably subject to change.
However, even allowing for the highly imperfect and incomplete picrure
of Mozarabic which has reached us, there do seem to be reasons for
claiming that the pace of change in Southern peninsular Romance was
rather slow. Such relative lack of innovation can be related to the cir-
cumstances under which those varieties of which we have, knowledge
were spoken; although speakers of Romance are known to have existed
at all social levels, the Mozarabic dialects which were (albeit partially)
reflected in writing were, it would seem, those of urban groups. The evi
dence we have of post-Reconquest Mozarabic comes almost entirely
from urban ghettos in cities such as Toledo (see HernAndez l9g9),
valencia, and seville, and these circumstances may have been rypical of
those in which most Mozarabic-speakers lived in earlier centuries, since
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what evidence we have suggests that Arabic-speakers preferred the

countryside (Entwistle 1962: lll). If it can be confirmed that the

Mozarabic we know is the product of urban ghettos, then we have an

explanation for its conservatism. Undisturbed urban communities (as

we have seen in Section 3.3) rypically consist of networks of individ-

uals whose interrelationships are multiplex, and in societies dominated

by such strong social ties it is normal to find resistance to linguistic
change.

At atl events, it is clear from the evidence presented above that

some features which occupied part of the northern dialect continuum
also occupied part of the Mozarabic continuum. This continuity of fea-

tures across the political frontier between [slamic and Christian Spain

springs from the fact that all of the features concerned were already

widespread in the Peninsula (and often elsewhere) before the existence

of the frontier. Indeed, although the frontier was not a total barrier to

communication, it is important to note that we have no evidence that
any feature was spread from any point in the northern dialect contin-

uum in such a way that it crossed the frontier and was adopted by

southern varieties, or vice versa. Thus, the northwestern innovation

which consists in the deletion of intervocalic -r- and -N- (e.g., serinp >

Ptg. shir'to leave', lfrNe t Ptg. lu,A'moon') is nowhere attested in

Mozarabic, including those varieties spoken in what was to become, as

the Reconquest progressed, central and southern Portugal. If these

areas now show the results of this deletion, as they do, this results from

the successful emergence of this feature from the dialect mixture

which resulted from the resettlement of these areas by people from

elsewhere, including many speakers of northwestern varieties (those

of northern Portugal and Galicia).

All cases of agreement between north and south, it would there'

fore appear, are ."r., of preservation of a feature already shared before

the tslamic invasion, rather than cases of participation in an innovation

which has spread from north to south or from south to north since that

time. Each feature that we can examine occupies, naturally, an area

which is unique to that feature. Thus we have seen that examination of

the Mozarabic of Toledo provides evidence that in an ill-defined

centralregion of the Peninsula (before the local varieties of Romance

were submerged in the dialect mixture which followed upon the I

Reconquest of that area) certain features were in use which were

shared with varieties spoken to the north of the frontier. We should not

lose sight of the fact that a large number of features were shared by all

4.1 Geogrophicol voriotion

varieties, north and south, although these cases are inherently uninter-

esting. More interestingare the cases in which a feature known to exist

in part of the Mozarabic continuum also appears in part or parts of the

northern continuum. The cases listed above (pp.76-7) demonstrate
various kinds of continuiry across the frontier. Thus feature (1) (uncon-

ditioned diphthongization of Latin stressed short i and 6) shows con-
tinuiry between the Mozarabic of Toledo (together with some other,
but not all, Mozarabic varieties) and a broad segment of the northern
continuum, from which the westernmost and the easternmost vari-
eties are excluded. Feature (5) (maintenance of falling diphthongs leil

or lail), and feature (9) (maintenance of the Latin group -MB-) show
agreement befween most varieties of Mozarabic and a western
segment of the northern continuum, while feature (3) (distinction of
fnal I -ul (< Lat. -ri), in the masculine singular, from I -o I (< Lat. -6), in

the masculine plural) connects the Mozarabic of Toledo with only a
small segment of the northern continuum, the part corresponding
approximately to Asturias and Cantabria (4.1.2.2). By contrast, feature
(a) (loss of final vowels) shows continuity only with the far northeast,
and feature (7) (maintenance of the Latin initial groups nr-, cl-, rr-)
appears in a broader northeastern area (La Rioja, Aragon, Catalonia) as
well as in all Mozarabic.

Most revealing are those Mozarabic features which show continu-
ity with rwo distinct segments of the northern continuum, leaving a

central segment occupied by an innovation. This is the case of features
(6) and (8) (preservation of lf I (< Lat. r), and maintenance of I '(,1

resulting from -LJ-, -c'L-, -c'L-), in which instances the areas of inno-
vation (replacement of lf I by lhl or lA I , and of I [l by I 3l) are at

first small, corresponding only to Cantabria and parts of northern Old

Castile. Feature (10) (maintenance of the lt l in the Latin groups -cr-,
-(u)rr-) shows similar distribution of innovatory and conservative
results, except that the segment of the northern continuum occupied
by the innovation on this occasion includes not only Cantabria and
northern Old Castile, but also adjacent parts of Asturias and Leon.

Finally, we find patterns which are in some sense mirrorimages of

those just mentioned, ones in which the Mozarabic development is con-
tinuous with rwo separate segments of the northern continuum, but in

which the unaffected northern areas preserve an earlier state of affairs.
This is true of feature (z) (diphthongization of Latin stressed short 6
when followed by a glide arising in the groups -LJ-, -c'L-, -c'L-), since
both the northwest and the north-centre show no diphthongization,
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This dispariry berween the isoglosses considered here, on the one

hand, and the political frontier, on the other, has traditionally been
expressed by claiming that '(Western) 

Leonese dialects are spoken in

northeastern Portugal' (e. g., Men6nde z Pida| 19 62a: 19 ; Zamora 19 67 :

87). However, within the view of geographical variation presented in

this book, and elsewhere, it is clear that the dialects of Miranda form
part of the Northern Peninsular dialect continuum, and that they have
attracted particular attention only because in certain salient respects
they show greater similariry with varieties spoken in Spain than with

those spoken in the rest of Portugal. Nevertheless, it is important not

to lose sight of the fact that greater or lesser similarity of features

between any given varieties implies stronger or weaker communica-
tion berween their speakers, so that the history of communications in

this area can be held at least partly responsible for the distribution of
isoglosses there.5

Men6ndez Pida| (1962a: 19-20) has identified what are probably'
the key factors of the communication history of this area.6 [n Roman
times, Miranda belonged to the administrative region (cotwentus) based
upon Astorga, to the north, and not to the region whose capital was ,

Braga, to the west. These Roman administrative divisions were proba-
bly based upon pre-Roman ethnic divisions, and in turn formed rhe

basis of the medieval ecclesiastical boundaries, which show that .

Miranda belonged to the diocese of Astorga (and not to that of Braga)
until well after the creation of the Portuguese state, in the twelfth
century, and the fixing of its political frontier at the River Duero. Evenl
after the ecclesiastical boundaries were redrawn to coincide with the

political frontier, contacts continued (and perhaps still continue) to be,

closer berween Miranda and Spain than berween Miranda and the rest

of Portugal. Although the political frontier has been in place for 800,

years, the local isoglosses have still not come to coincide with it, a nicg

example of the extreme slowness with which political events affect the

distribution of linguistic features.

4.I.2.2 Cantabria
The autonomous region of Cantabria, formerly the province
Santander and otherwise known as La Montafia, occupies a
approximately in the middle of the northern Peninsular dialect conti
uum, on the northern seaboard. The nam e Cantabia, in Roman and.
early medieval times, indicated an area somewhat larger than the
autonomous region, including not only La Montafia, but also Ca

4.1 Geogrophicolvoriotion g3

Amaya, La Bureba and castilla la Vieja (then small), and srrerching, on
some accounts, as far as La Rioja in one direction and central Leon in the
other (Men6nde z Pidal 1964: 482-83). Early medieval cantabria rhere-
fore embraced, among its southern territories, the group of counties
which gradually amalgamated as the expanded counry of castile, and
whose speech displayed the features which, following their southward
extension to Burgos (resettled in en 884), contributed most substantially
to the first castiliankoint (see 4,1.2.3). However, in the present discus-
sion, we shall limit consideration to the area north of the Cantabrian
mountains, the present Cantabria.

Our knowledge of the distribution of linguistic features in rhis
part of the Peninsula has been considerably improved since the appear-
ance of the Arlas Lingiiktico y Etnogrdfico de Cantabrin (ALECa 1995; see
also Alvar 1977 U9s0l, lgsl); we previously had to rely on studies of
individual localities (Holmquist 1988, penny 1970a, tgTB) and on geo-
graphical studies of specific fearures or groups of fearures (Garcia
G onzilez | 97 8, 19 I l-2, 19 Bz, Penny rg 94, Rodriguez-castellano I 95 4).
What emerges from these studies is that the speech of Cantabria forms
a bridge which links western Peninsular varieties with eastern vari-
eties, and which runs norrh of the area (northern Burgos) where the
most characteristic features of Castilian developed. This bridge bears
some resemblance, but on a smaller scale, to the Mozarabic bridge
which up to the thirteenrh cenrury similarly provided a link of continu-
iry berween east and west, except that the Mozarabic bridge was
entirely washed away by the southward spread of Castilian features
which came as a consequence of the resettlement of such regions as
New castile and Andalusia by communities whose speech was pre-
dominantly flavoured by varieties originating in the centre-norrh. By
contrast, Cantabria was not subject to any such resettlement (quite the
reverse, it was a constant source of emigration), and the link that its
speech provides berween east and west was not completely submerged
by the tide flowing from the prestige cenrres further sourh, since this
tide was of the more usual type, consisting of a gradual spread of
central Castilian features northwards across the Cantabrian moun-
tains, through face-to-face imitation of features rather than by move-
ment of people. other parrs of this norrhern bridge, specifically La
Rioja and Romance-speaking Navarre, show a greater erosion than the
cantabrian segment, reflecting stronger lines of communication
leading norrheasr from Burgos than those rhar led northwards. what
remains of this link can be traced in the Cantabrian area?
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The final I -r I of infinitives is realized as I @ I when followed by a
clitic (e.g., me, te,lo, nos, se): [midfla]medirln'to measure it'; tipus]
iros'to go away'(znd plur.) (Penny t97ea:58; l97g: 45-6; t984
maps 24-5). This feature exrends from rhe wesr (Galician-
Portuguese) through Asturias into cantabria and the norrh of
old castile (but not including the varieties spoken in the town of i
Burgos and its immediate environs, from which the standard lan-
guage sprang) into La Rioja and Aragon (see Nagore t977: Zt).,
cantabria also reveals deletion of the final / + / of infinitives
when a definite article heads a following noun phrase (whetherit
is the subject or the direct object of the infinitive). Information
from neighbouring areas on this sandhi feature is generally
lacking.

A number of cantabrian varieties display a contrast berween final
l-il and l-el, although in some cases this contrast is now only
visible through the effects of metaphony (see 4.1.2.5), in that l-il
has historically given rise ro metaphony while I -e I hasnot (penny
1970a: 65; 1978: 47-8; 1984: map 8), after which the two final
vowels merged. The classes of words displaying l-il are singular
imperatives of -er and -dr verbs, the masculine singular forms of
the demonstratives corresponding to standard este and ese, the
first-person singular of rhizotonic preterites, together with a
small and ill-defined group of nouns and adverbs corresponding
to such standard words as leche, tarde, noche, etc. This.state of
affairs continues wesrward into northeastern Leon and eastern
and central Asturias, where the phonological distinction between
these two final vowels is often still evident on the surface (Garcia
Arias 1988: 45; Grandalg60:85-114).8[n the medieval period, rhis
contrast of final vowels also extended eastwards into La Rioja
(Alvar 1976 6l-2; Gulsoy t969-70; Tilander tg37) and Aragon
(Alvar 195 3: 2 I 4; Tilan der 1937: 4-5).
Distinction berween final I -ul and I -o I is also fundamental to the
phonology of cantabrian varieties. Final l-ul characterizes a
large class of masculine singular counr-nouns (as well as adjecti"
val and pronominal forms which concord with such nouns), e.g.,
ll6Bul 'wolf', 

lgulnul 'good', 
and in many areas (penny l9g4:

maps l-7) rhis high final vowel causes meraphonic raising of the
tonic vowel, e.g., /hiBul, /guinu/ (see Secrion 4.t.2.5). By con-
trast, final l-ol marks masculine plural count-nouns and mascu- '

line singular mass-nouns (together wirh agreeing adjectives and
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pronouns), e.g., /l6pos/ 
'wolves', 

/gu6nos/ 
'good (masc. plur.)',

/k6so gu6no/ 'good 
cheese', as well as adjectives and pronouns

which refer to feminine mass-nouns, e.g., lj6,$a s6ko/ 'dty

grass'.e This distinction of final vowels must earlier have occupied
the far western segment of the northern Peninsular dialect con-
tinuum (Galicia and western Asturias), but its traces are now
limited to the metaphonic effects visible in Portuguese; e.g.,
masc. sing. porco lp6rkul vs masc. plur. porcos /p5rkuJ/ 'pig(s)'.

However, it is better preserved in the rural speech of central and
eastern Asturias, and is often accompanied there by similar meta-
phonic effects, due to /-u/ , to those observable in Cantabria
(Garcia Arias 1988: 90-6; Granda 1960: 30-35). This conrrast
between l-ol and l-ul extends into northeastern Burgos
(Gonzilez 0116 1950: 70), and Men6ndez Pidal (1964: t6g-72)
shows that it formerly extended into La Rioja and Aragon (see
also Alvar 1953:50-l), although relics of l-u/ are today few in
these latter areas. Any such early contrast in Catalan was quickly
submerged in the regular loss of both vowels.

4 The survival of the diphthon g li6/ under conditions in which it is
reduced to lil in the dialects of the Burgos area provides further
evidence of the continuiryprovidedbyCantabria across the north
of the area from which standard Castilian sprang. The main cir-
cumstances in which the dialects of central Burgos introduced
this change were before /tll (pnncipally in the diminutive suffix
-iello > -illo) and before syllable-final /-s/ (e.g., vEspA > (a)viespa
> avispa 'wasp'), 

and although the monophthongized form of the
suffix (-illo) has long since spread northwards into Cantabria,
there are frequent residues there of lexical items conrainin g li6/
which in the standard show /i/. Thus, rhe Cantabrian descen-
dants of vpspe typically retain the diphthong (Penny t97oa: 6o;
1978:55): /gri6spal , lbi6.spnl , /abri6spa I , labilspa/; as do a few
other words: lni6spn/
< *ppscu < pERsrcu 'peach'. 

This result cannot, of course, be
seen at either the eastern or the western extremities of the north-
ern Peninsular dialect continuum, since in these areas the diph-
thong li6 l is unknown (Latin tonic i remains a monophthong,
I 6,1 or I 6l), but the Cantabrian result forms part of rhe bridge
which joins Asturias and upper Aragon, where /i6l survives in
the relevant forms. to What is more, the band represented by diph-
thongized forms of the descendanr of vEspA is quite a wide one;
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ALPI (1962: map t9) reveals such forms nor only in norrhern
Palencia and northern Burgos, but also in the southern part
Burgos. For northeastern Burgos, see also Gonzful,ez 0116 (1960r
aviespa, riestra).
There are likewise relics in cantabria of the diphthong lull ;
(<Latin d), under conditions in which the dialects of Burgos
show the simple vowel I 6l , namely when followed by a glide
arising in the groups -LJ-, -c'L-, -c'L-: cuejo (standard cojo)'l
grasp' < corrr(c)o,bisueja (standardbisojo) 'cross-eyed'.< 

srs +|
oc(u)ru; and when followed by -cr-: nuechi (standard noche)
'night' 

< NocrE. More frequent cases of diphthongization under
these conditions are to be seen in Asturias (Garcia Arias lggg:
67-8), and in Aragonese (Zamora 1967: ZI6-tg), while in rhe
Middle Ages such cases were quite numerous across the whole
area under consideration here, including the far north of Burgos
and La Rioja (Men6ndezPidaItg64: t3g-43).
Although most of the cantabrian lexical items which are reflexes
of Latin words containingthe groups -LJ-, -c'L-, -c'r- today show
/xl as the descendant of these groups (e.g., o c(u)r,u > ojo, some-
times luxul 'eye'), 

there is a small number of items which show
I [,] or l j l : lbi[u/ , lbijul (< *vrcr.u < vrrulu 'calf '), 

ldAftul
(< oec(u)ru) 'scythe', 

lnil jul (< rraerruu) 'mallet', 
lp6jul

(probably derived from nerra) 'hay-srore' 
(penny r970a: g2-3;

1978:66-7). These are also the general results of -ry-, -c'L-, -c'1.
to be seen both to the west and east of cantabria (e.g., oc(u)ru >
GaI. oIIo, Ptg. olho, Leon. Nryu, Arag. giiello, Car. ull). Although
almost submerged today by the advancing standardizing tide,
cantabrian forms like /b6ju/ help to demonsrrare that there was
once a closer similarity between the varieties which stretch across
the north of the area in which castilian has its roors.rr As is mosr
usually the case, La Rioja is the least resistant link in this northern
chain, and although there too the early result of -r-;-, -c'L-, -c'1.
was / [,] (Alvar t976: s4-6), the introduction of l3l (larer /x/]
from the Burgos area was probably accomplished before the end
of the Middle Ages.'2
The distribution in cantabria of items which descend from Latin
words displaying initial p- followed by vowels other than tonic
d reveals that the pronunciation I hl (sometimes /x/) has receded
from eastern cantabria and from the coast even in the west, in the
face of the advance of the l@ I pronunciation typical of Burgos
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(Penny 1984: map I l). However, where Latin F- was followed by

tonic short d, later lu6,l (e.g., rdNTE, rdlr.u, rdnte, rdnes),

or where /u6/ arose from Latin uI or ur (e.g., rui, rusnuNr),

the sequence /hu6/ was much more resistant to standardization

and has widely survived in the Cantabro-Pyrenean area (and else-

where): /hu6nte/ 
'fountain, spring', lhu6,Ael 

'bellows', lhu6.rtel
'strong', 

lhu€ral 
'outside', lhuil 

'I 
was, I went', /hu6ron/ 

'they

were, they went'.13 Because the initial aspirate of these words is

necessarily bilabialized (by the following bi-labio-velar glide [w],
the normalrcahzation of /u/ under these circumstances), these

pronunciations are variously reported as juente (i.e., [hw6nte] or

[xw6nte], ignoring the labial quality of the initial consonant, and

portraying solely its velar qualiry), as [,uw6nte] (Paying attention

to both the bilabial and the velar qualities), or as [Qw6nte] (report-

ing the bilabial qualiry but ignoring the velar). However recorded,

this feature stretches from central Asrurias (where it therefore

exists beside the phone me I f I which aPPears in many words such

as facer / fad.er' to do', fumu'smoke', pb a' hancot bean' ; see Garcia

Arias 1988: 51, 105), through eastern Asrurias, and Cantabria

(Penny 1984: maPs 12, 22), into La Rioja, Navarre and Aragon

(ALEANR 197 9-83 : maps 8 1 8,,1 4 I 4, | 47 l, | 47 2).1 4

8 A feature which is usually characterized as'western', the non-

reduction of the Latin grouP -MB-, can perhaps be added to the list

of features belonging to the Cantabrian bridge. In Catalan,

Aragonese, and in standard Castilian, -MB- has undergone assimi-

lation to lml (e.g., pr0Msu > Cat. plom, Arag., Cast. plomo
'lead'), 

but in the west this group has remained unchanged

(nr-Orr,rnu > Ptg. chumbo, teMsEne ) Leon. Iomber'to lick'). It

would seem that this innovation, by which I mb I was reduced to

I ml ,reached the Burgos area in Visigothic times (from the north-

eastern region of the Peninsula, where it may have resulted from

the implantation of a central-southern variery of regional Latin;

see Men6ndez Pidal 1960 and Section 4,1.2.4); having become

established in the varieties spoken in the Burgos area, the /m/ of

words \ikeplomo,lamerbecame the form adoptedby the Castilian

koinis created in areas of resettlement following the Reconquest,

and thereafter a feature of standard Castilian. However, this inno-

vation fell short of entirely demolishing the bridge which passes

from Asturias, through Cantabria and northeastern Burgos into

La Rioja. Cantabrian varieties preserve a number of words which
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retain lmbl (see Penny 1970a:80; 1978: 65; t9B4 132 andmap
l7), as do the varieties spoken in the Mena valley (northeastern
Burgos; see Gonzilez OlLt,1960), and alrhough /mb/ appears in
La Rioja today in just a handful of terms (Zamora t967:337),its
presence was much more marked in the Middle Ages: it charac-
terizedthe language of Gonzalo de Berceo and of the notarial and
other documents written in this area (Alvar 1976: SZ-3).
Torreblanca (1984-5) shows that with regard ro this feature and
others, and contrary to what is claimed by Men6ndez Pidal (t964:
286-7), medieval La Rioja did not consrirure a linguistic island, but
showed continuity with the area of La Bureba (northeastern
Burgos). What we can just perceive today, then, is an area of con-
tinuiry in the retention of lmbl stretching from Galicia to La
Rioja across the top of the central Burgos area (but including the
northeastern part of that province). Examples of this rerenrion
are now relatively few in the Cantabrian segment of this arc, and
almost non-existent in its Riojan extension, as a result of the
lexical diffi.rsion, from Burgos, of forms with / m / which has been
taking place for centuries. r j

We have been arguinghere that there is strongevidence of shared
dialectal features which provide continuiry right across the top of rhe
Spanish Peninsula, a continuity of features which connecrs the eastern
and western varieties of Hispano-Romance in a manner similar to the
way in which they were formerly connected by means of the
Mozarabic varieties (see 4,f .f ). In other respects, this norrhern bridge
is, of course, like any other array of geographically related varieties:it
consists of a spectrum of interlocking dialects, randomly traversed by
a series of isoglosses. These isoglosses are fairly well spaced in
Cantabria (see Penny 1984), showing the usual smoorh gradient of
accumulating change typical of long-serrled areas undisturbed by
immigration. In places, however, the gradient of variation becomes
steeper (that is, the isoglosses are seen to run closer together, a feature
which is usually due to increased difficulry of communication acros$
the part of the territory in question; see Section Z,i and Figure 2.3).
One such case occurs in the area of eastern Asturias close to w€st€rn;
Cantabria. Here Garcia Gonziiez (1981, l98l-82) maps a number
isoglosses and finds that they run north-sourh approximately parallelr
with the River Pur6n, separating the dialecrs spoken in easrern Llanes,
and in all of Ribadedeva, Peframellera Alta, and Peframellera Baia from
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the varieties spoken in the rest of Asturias, and linking them with vari-
eties spoken in cantabria. The isoglosses in question mark the separa-
tion befween the following fearures (western results precede eastern;:
l j l  vs lxl as results of -r;-, -c'L-, -c'L- (e.g., viryuvsvieju < vEcLU
< vETULU'old ' ) ;  l [ /  vs /x l  asresul tsof  -x-(e.g. ,cotctrvscoju--coxu
'lame'); 

retention vs loss of / -d- I in feminine participles (e.g., cerradavs
cerrd 'closed'); 

regular diphthon gizationof Latin dwhen followed by a
glide arisingin the groups -L1-, -c'L-, -G'L- (e.g., juqtavshoja. rorrn'leaf'); 

loss vs retention of the final vowel of the suffix -inu 1e.g., cam{n
vs caminu 'road, 

track'); singular and plural dative clitics i-yos vs li(s);
possessivesmi6(s),t6(s), s6(s)vsmi(s),ti(s), srt(s) (e.g.,Iami6 casavslnmi
casr'my house'). Garcia Gonzitlezfinds no reason for this bunching of
isoglosses, and in an area like that of northern spain, where -orr.-
ments of population within the zone are rare, such a relatively sharp
dialectal transition needs further study with the aim of discovering the
factors which have impeded east-west communication in the area, and
which have therefore disrupted the expected linguistic accommoda-
tion processes.r6

Most of the features discussed in the previous paragraphs are con-
servative features, since we have been considering the resistance of this
northern zone to innovations spreading northwards from Burgos.
cantabria is also an area which we would predict to be linguistically
more conservative than territories further south, since it is an area
which has suffered little or no inward migration; in consequence, we
can expect that its rural communities (at least) will be characteri zedby
the strong social ties rypical of such settled social groups, conditions
which we have seen (section 3.3) to favour resistance to innovation.
However, undisturbed areas and peripheral zones (and within the
Peninsula, cantabria is obviously peripheral from a purely geographi-
cal point of view) are not always conservative, as we have 

"lr."Jy 
s..r,

(in 1.1.1). one way in which the varieties of cantabria are markedly
less conservative than the standard is in the development of a complex
system of vowel harmony. This innovarory system, in which the
appearance of high or mid vowels is determined by the rongue-height
of the tonic vowel in the phonological word concerned (and by some
other phonological factors), is described in penny (tg6g), and has
attracted a good deal of theoretical atrention (see Goldsmith tsaz;
Hualde 1989; Mccarthy t984; Spencer 1986;Steriade 1987;vago 1988;
Wilson l9S8).
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4.r.2.3 Old Castile
The northern part of Old Castile falls within the northern Peninsular
dialect continuum, but like the rest of Castile it is a region which has
attracted relativelylittle variational study. Although a dialect atlas, wi
a sociolinguistic component, is planned for New Castile (see Garcia
Mouton and Moreno 1994), no such plans exist for Old Castile, and we:
are dependent upon scanry data for the area which interests us here..
The one published volume of the Peninsular linguistic arlas (ALPI I
uses a very sparse nerwork in Castile, and although studies from the
first decades of the rwentieth century (see Garcia de Diego l9l6) made
clear that Castile presented no exception to rhe rule of geographical
variation, the view has persisted that Castile is linguistically ratheruni:,
form, so that a manual such as Alonso Zamora Vicente's Dialectologli
espafioln(1967) contains no chapteron Castilian dialecrs to march
on Leonese, Aragonese, Andalusian, Judeo-Spanish, etc.

Dialectal variation within Castile is however beginning ro a
attention and a number of studies have appeared which are directed at
third-person clitic pronoun reference. Garcia Gonzillez (1981) €x?rn:i
ines the values of lo, and finds that this pronoun is the one used to refer
anaphorically to mass-nouns, whether masculine or feminine (e.g., estd
lechehay quebeberlo 'this 

milk must be drunk') nor only in Asturias and
Cantabria (see 4.1.2.5), but also in Yizcaya and Alava, in all of Burgo$
and Palencia, in eastern Leon, and in northern Valladolid. However, an
isogloss separates this area from La Rioja, where a differenr agree
system is in use, in which lo cannot refer to feminine mass-nouns,
only to masculine nouns, whether count-nouns or mass-nouns.rl
These findings are broadly confirmed by Klein (1979, 1980, t98la,
l98lb), who contrasts the case-determined use of third-person clitici
(in which lo(s),In(s) are used for direct object reference and le(s) only
indirect object reference) with their semantically determined use (in
which the semantic properties of the referenr determine the selecti
of the clitic, such that lo is selected for mass-noun referents,
masculine or feminine, while le(s) andln(s) areused respecrively ro
to masculine and feminine count-nouns). Two separate Castilian
are studied and it is found that the semantically determined
belongs to the west of the northern Meseta (falladolid), while the
determined type is the one used in the east (La Rioja and So
although one facet of the semantically determined usage (namely
use of le for animate direct objects) has gained ground in the
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Direct object

Indirect object

4.1 cose-determined or etymologicol system of clitic pronoun reference

. (where, it is presumed,Ie was previously restricted to indirect-object
functions).

Further broad confirmation of this distribution of clitic sysrems
in old castile comes from Fernindez-ord6fiez (t994), who reports
in detail on a massive but still incomplete survey of the values of
third-Person clitics in Old and New Castile, Extremadura, Asturias,
Cantabria, and the Basque Country. She identifies a series of systems,
and assigns them to specific areas, describing some zones as 

'transi-

tional'. A large (western and northern) area of Old Castile uses these
clitics in the semantically determined manner described above, while
the case-determined system is most usually found on the eastern side
of the northern Meseta.

Some explanations for the semantically determined system of clitic
usage have been hazarded.rs Fernindez-od6frez (t994; explains this
system as due to influence exerted by Basque-Castilian bilinguals upon
the case-determined system and to successive reanalyses by monolin-
gual speakers. Whether or not this explanation canbe shown to be true,
it is evident that the Old Castilian segment of the norrhern Peninsular
dialect continuum is a battlefield in which the rwo clitic systems are in
contention. On the one hand we have the case-determined or etymolog-
ical system, shown in Table 4.1. In this system, inherited directly from

, Latin, difference of case (direct vs indirect object) is consistently marked
by the form of the pronoun, in both genders and both numbers. That is,
leismo, lai smo and loismo are entirely abs ent : I e

Lo(s) vi (a mi( s) amigo(s))
El reloj me Io ronpi
Le(s) mandi uno carta (a mi(s) amigo(s))
La( s) vi ( a ni( s) amiga( s) )
Lacabezalatango sucin
Le(s) mandi una carta (a mi( s) amiga(s))

[*direct, *animate, *count, *masc]

[*direct, -animate, *count, *masc]

[-direct, *animate, *count, *masc]

[*direct, *animate, *count, -masc]

[+direct, -animate, *count, -masc]

[-direct, *animate, *count, -masc]

9 l

ri
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C O U N T A B L E N O N . C O U N T A B L E

Singular Plural

Ioble 4.2 Semonticolly determined system of clitic pronoun reference

On the other hand, part of Old Castile uses a semantically based
system, which in its simplest form takes the shape shown in Table 4.2,
In this semantically based system, there is no contrast of forms corre-
sponding to contrasts of function; each form pronominalizes both
direct and indirect objects. In other words, users of such a systerit
display total leismo and lnkmo, and no distinction is made between
animate and inanimate, orbetween human and non-human, referents;
e.g.:

Le(s) n (a mi(s) amigo(s))

Elreloj melerompi

Le(s) mandt uno carta (a mi(s) amigo(s))

La( s) vi (a mi(s) amiga( s))

Lacabezalatengo sucia

La(s) mandi una carta (a mi(s) omiga(s)).

f*direct, *animate, *count, *masc] :j

[-direct, *animate, *count, -masc]

The pronoun lo in this system is reserved for non-countable
e.g. : 'o

[+direct, -animate, *count, *masc]

[-direct, *animate, +count, *mascJ ,

[*direct, *animate, +count, -masc]

[+direct, -animate, +count, -masc]

[*direct, -count, *masc]

[+direct, -count, -masc]
Este panhay que echarlo

Esta leche hay que echarlo

We have already noted that the semantically based system is domi
inant in eastern Cantabria, adjacent parts of the Basque C
Burgos, Palencia, eastern Leon, and Valladolid. V.ry similar sy
are also used in western Cantabria and in Asturias. with the differe
that although lo is used there to pronominalize mass-nouns of ei
gender, there is nevertheless a distinction of case between pronou
which refer to count-nouns; rypicallylu/los andln(s) are used for di
objects, while indirect objects are pronominalized by means
Ii(s)-Ie(s) (western Cantabria), or i-yos, etc. (Asturias) (see GarclE
GonzAIez 1981, Penny 1978: 80).

We have also seen that the case-determined system is the

referentsi
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which dominates the eastern side of the northern Meseta (La Rioja,
soria). This system extends into much of New Castile (Fernindez-
Ord6flez 1994) and into Andalusia, and was the rype which domi-
nated the various leoinis which emerged during the settlement of
America.

However, thekoints which emerged in southern old castile and
in northern New castile were more complex in this regard. The best
explanation of what occurred in segovia, Madrid, Toledo, etc., rfi/as that
interdialect creation took place (see 3.1.2), giving rise to hybrid
systems of pronoun reference. A number of such systems are observ-
able in present and past varieties from the centre of rhe Peninsula. The
most common interdialect system was one which had most of the fea-
tures of the semantically based system but into which was inrroduced a
gender distinction in the case of non-countable referents (e.g., estaleche
hay que echarla, rather than the echarlo which is rypical of the fully
semantic system), retaining lo only for masculine mass-noun referents.
such a system, characterized as it is by letsmo andlnismo in the case of
all count-noun objects, is the type which came to be dominant in the
written varieties of Golden Age Castile, and which widely persists
today in non-standard varieties spoken in old castile, including among
educated speakers from these areas.2r Since then, another, different,
hybrid system has come to dominare rhe srandard, one in which (in
addition to the introduction of In to pronominalize feminine mass-
nouns) case distinctions have been introduced between prohouns
which refer to feminine counr-nouns (direct-obj ect In(s) vs indirect-
object le(s)), and berween rhose that refer to non-human (sometimes
non-animate) masculine count-nouns (lo(s,) vs le(s)), while preserving
the caseless use of le(s) for masculine human (sometimes, more
broadly, animate) referents.

The system represented in Table 4.3, now the prestige system in
much of Spain, is one of many interdialectal systems in use in Old
castile and in northern New castile which emerged in different places
through contact berween the case-derermined system originally domi-
nant in eastern old Castile (Table 4.r) and rhe semantically governed
system of north and western Old Castile (Table 4.2).

The Pyrenees
The Pyrenean area provides us with an opportuniry to examine the
relationship berween the distribution of isoglosses and a major topo-
graphical feature. A study of geographical variation in this area

,4
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Countable Non-countable r

Direct object

Indirect object

The columns reflect properties of the noun being pronominalized (+H indicates a
referent, -H a non-human referent; M and F indicate Masculine and Feminine referents
respectively), while the two rows reflect the role of the pronoun in its clause.

Toble 4.3 Hybrid or interdiolectol system o[ clitic pronoun reference, now

confirms that, as we found in the case of the Miranda area, isoglosses
do not in many cases coincide with a political frontieE but it also allows
us to see that, contrary to naive expectation, isoglosses do not neces.
sarily coincide with mountain ranges either.

we shall focus on the extenr of spread of three groups of fearures
which are evident in overlapping areas centred upon the pyrenees.

These features belongprincipally to rhe rural speech of these areas, but
in a few instances a change has come to be used in one or more of the
Peninsular standards.

I The reduction, through assimilation of the second element ro rhe
first, of groups consisting of a sonorant followed by a voiced plosive
(e.g., -un- > /ml, -ND- > lnl , and, less frequently, -LD- > l l l  or
/,(l).The change -MB- > /m/ was extended to areas from which
castilian originated and was thereafter spread as parr of the
Castilian set of features (e.g., LUMBU > lomo'back, ridge'), while
both -rtas- > lml and -No- > lnl affected the northeastern
Peninsular area from which catalan sprang and were then extended
southwards as part of the Catalan expansion (e.g.,cor-uMsiRru >
C olomer (surna me), o e r\.r e N oA p.p > demanar' to ask' ).
The voicing of a plosive when grouped with a preceding sonorant
(e .g . , -Mp-  >  /mb l ,  -Nr -  >  lnd l ,  -NC-  t  / .g / ,  -Rr -  >  l rd l ,  e tc . ) .
The retention of the Latin voiceless plosives -p-, -r-, -r- in inter.
vocalic position, by contrast ro their voicing (-e- > lb / , -r - > I dl ,
-K- > I gl) in a vast surrounding territory comprising norrhern

Singular PIural
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Italy, the Alpt,France (except the Pyrenean area in question), and

most of the Peninsula.

Debate about the origins of changes (l) and (z) has been intense,

and Men6ndez Pidal (1964 286-306;1960: lix-lxxxvi) makes a strong

case for an ltalic origin, arguing that the kind of Latin brought to

northeastern Spain from the third century BC onwards was highly

dialectal, preserving many features which originated not in the Latin of

Rome but in the contemporary Umbrian and Oscan speech of central

and southern ltaly. He emphasizes that feature (l) above is attested in

ancient Umbrian texts and is evident today in central and southern Italy

and in the Pyrenean zone, in both of which areas change (2) also

occurs, contained within the area occupied by change (1).

Although Men6ndez Pidal's account was not (and could not be)

couched in terms of sociolinguistic theories of language change, it

squares well with more recent accounts of the linguistic consequences

of colonization processes (e.g., Trudgill 1986: 127-61, concerned with

colonial English, but in principle applicable to colonial Latin or colonial

Spanish). When the spread of Latin to the Iberian Peninsula began in

the late third century BC, variation of speech between groups of set-

tlers must have been marked, reflecting the marked linguistic variation

which must have existed in the areas from which they came, central

and southern ttaly. At this period, the Latin of Rome (with its inevitable

internal variation) was still in the process of extending its features into

these territories, where its ltalic competitors, Umbrian and Oscan, had

hitherto been spoken unchallenged. It can therefore be regarded as

highly likely that the speech forms brought to northeastern Spain

during and in the wake of the Roman conquest of the Ebro valley

(Lerida, Saragossa, Huesca, 218-206 BC) were highly varied, and that

at least some varieties contained features which were common to

Oscan and/or Umbrian rather than to the Latin of Rome. Within this

dialect mixture, we would expect the normal processes of kointization

to take place, reducing variation through levelling and simplification

(see Section 3.1), not always with results which coincided with the still-

emerging standard language. Hypothetical pronunciations like

/ltimmu/ or /l6mmu/ (corresponding to standard ruunu), which

arguably underlie both the present-day central and southern Italian

dialect forms and those of northeastern Spain (later including both

standard Castilian and Catalan), are quite as understandable as the

appearance of yeismo in much of the Spanish Peninsula as well as in
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most of Spanish America (see Sections 4.2.1 and 5.1.2.1), or the
appearance of post-nuclear I -r I both in western England and in most
of north America (by contrast with standard British English, which has

deleted it).
Whatever their origin, the Pyrenean spread of these features was

examined by \ I D. Elcock (1938), who aimed at establishing rhe
isoglosses which delimit the territorial extent of each of the three
phonological features under discussion here. [f further proof were
needed (see Section 3.5) that linguistic innovations are diffirsed word
by word, rather than affecting all eligible words alike, then the maps
which accompany this study provide it in abundance; each word
mapped reveals a different position of the isogloss concerned. But
equally importantly, Elcock shows that these isoglosses frequently run
north-south cutting at right angles through both the mountain chain
and the political frontier, and therefore revealing continuiry of features
between France and Spain in many parts of the Pyrenees, but frequent
discontinuity between neighbouring valleys on the same side of the
mountains.

Thus, he shows (map 9) that the -r- of vrrsrr-u 'calf' 
has been

maintained as a voiceless plosive both in a large area of Gascony
([bet6t], [bet6c], fbet€tJl), just as happens in some upper Aragonese
valleys ([betj 6do], [betj 6to], [betj 6tJo]). "

Map 19 shows that both features (2) and (3) are to be found both in
southern Gascony and in upper Aragon. uRTrcA 

'nettle' 
shows voicing

of r after a sonorant, and retention of voiceless c in intervocalic posi-
tion: [urtiko], [hurtiko] on the north, and a wide variefy of southern
forms (from west to east): [fordiya], [ordiya], fiordika], [sordika],
[tJo rdika], [Jo rdika], [tJo rdf ka], [iIo rdika], fiJordiya].

Map 27 (descendants of .BneNCA, meaning'(tree) branch'on the
north, but 

'stem 
and ear (of wheat)' to the south) shows continuity

across the Pyrenees in the voicing of a plosive after a sonorant:
B€arnais fbriqgo], upperAragonese [brir3ga], the latter now restricted
to two islands, one separated from the frontier.

Since every isogloss implies that those on the same side of it are in
closer communication than those who are separated by it, Elcock
explores the historical circumstances which allowed speakers on the
northern flanks of the mountains to remain in closer contact with their
southern counterparts than either enjoyed with people who lived in
the lowlands on each side. He shows that until the nineteenth century
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the many tracks crossing the Pyrenees were in regular uie. The tradi-

tional economic basis of tryrenean life was transhumant cattle-raising;

each summer, those from south and north would meet in the high pas-

tures, and medieval pastoral conventions record the arrangements
they reached in order to share these resources and avoid conflict. In the
absence, until the sixteenth century, of powerful nation-states on
either side of the mountains, the Pyrenees scarcely formed a frontier,
and even after the appearance of centralized states, at war with one
another, the Pyrenean people continued to cooperate: treaties guaran-
teeing made between neighbouring valleys on either side continued to
be made, seeking to defend the interests of the people of this area as a

whole against outside interests. This state of affairs continued until the
mid-eighteenth century, when closer but separate links began to be
forged berween the mountain-dwellers on the southern side and their
lowland neighbours (and likewise on the north), and some of the
advantages of belonging to a large nation-state began to be felt even at
its margins. Only the heightened nationalism resulting from the
French Revolution brought real separation between north and south,
and the frontier was then definitively fixed, becoming real only in the
nineteenth century. Throughout that century, links were tenuously
maintained through smuggling, but the twentieth century brought
economic depression to the southern side, with consequent emigra-
tion and depopulation. tf the Pyrenees finallybecame a barrier to com-
munication, this was a modern event, and the pattern of geographical
variation of language reveals the centuries-old contact berween north
and south.

More recent research (Guiter l9S3) bears in part upon the matter

of dialectal transition across the Pyrenees, and no doubt reflects the

convergence of isoglosses upon the frontier, as this became a more
effective barrier to communication in the fifty years since Elcock s

study. Guiter uses dialectometric techniques to calculate the degree of

difference berween rwenry-six points located along the Pyrenean-

Cantabrian chain from Galicia to Catalonia and in southern France
(Gascony and Languedoc). The distance between any rwo adjacent
points is necessarily large, but the distribution of fwenty-seven features
reveals a concentration of isoglosses which separate Gascon varieties

on the north from Aragonese on the south; this concentration Guiter
terms a'high levellinguistic frontier', but since the points he selects are
some distance from the political frontier, we cannot conclude how
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far the isoglosses concerned have come to coincide with the

boundary.

4.1.2., Metaphony and mass-noun reference

4.1.2,t.1 Metaphotty

Some of the varieties that make up the northern Peninsular dialect

tinuum display a feature called metaphotty. a phonological process whosf

outputhas sometimes come to play a morphological role, serving as thd

basis for gender contrasts, number contrasts, and for the contra$t

berween countable and non-countable referents. Metaphony also

widely in ltaly; Maiden (1985-6, Lg87), Politzer (1957), and Tunld

(1935-6) study its operation there, while Penny (1994) comPares ltaliad;

with Peninsular metaphony and finds a common origin. Other discuS'

sions of the nature and history of metaphony can be seen in Alarco$

(tg 64),Alonso (lg 62b), Neira (19 62), Penny ( I 9 70b), schi.irr ( I 95 8, r97 6)''

Metaphony is a process in which the tonic (i.e., stressed) vowel

a word is raised (usually by one degree of aperture) through anticipa'

tory assimilation to a high vowel (l il or /u/) which appears in the final

syllable of the word. High tonic vowels are therefore not suscePtiblet0

metaphony, while the low vowel 16l , which belongs neither to thc

front nor to the back series, may be attracted upwards and forwardS

(towards l€l) or upwards and backwards (towards /5/).23 In the areas

where metaphony aPpears today, the vowel system within which it

operates is (like that of standard Castilian) one which has five vowels

organized in three degrees of aperture, as in Table 4.4. In the geor

graphical areas concerned, under conditions of metaphony (namely,

where the final syllable of the word contains unstressed lil or /u/),

mid vowels become high and the low vowel becomes mid ( / e I ot I o l).

Word-final /i/ is less frequent than I -ul,so we shall beginby consider'

ing metaphony causedby the latter vowel:2a

u n d e r l y i n g l e l . . . l u l + l i l . . . l u l : l p 6 r u l _ + l p i r u l , d o g '
u n d e r l y i n g l 6 l . . , l u l _ > l n l . . . l u l : l | 6 b u l + / l i r b u / . w o l f ,
u n d e r l y i n g l ^ l . . . l u l - s l 6 , l . , . l u l : l g ! * u l _ + l g 6 t u / , c a t '

or l6l . . . l t l : lg6vll -> lg6tul 
'car'. 

.

Since final / u / is associated with nouns which are charac teruedas [*sin'

gular, *masculine, *countable], and with adjectives and pronounS

which refer to such nouns, the presence of metaphony is inevitably

associated with these syntactic/semantic features. Likewise, since the
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Front Central Back

High l u l

Mid

Low

Vowelsyslem underlying metophony in northern vorielies

appearance of final lol, lal and lel (vowels which do not cause

mitaphony; is neyer associated with these features, absence of

*.t.phony helps to identiff nouns whose features include any on€ or

*or. of [-masculine], [-singular], f-countable]. Thus, lpirul 
'dog"

which is f*masculine, tsingular], is contrasted with /p6ral bitch',

which is [-masculine], and with /p6ros/ 
'dogs' and lpbras/ 

'bitches',

which are [-singular]. Similarty, /pilu/ 
'strand of hair', which is [*count-

ablel, contrasts with /p6lo/ 
'hair (the substance)', which is [-countable]'

It can be seen that the contrast between metaPhonized (raised) and

unmetaph onizedtonic vowel is not the only element which expresses

the syniactic/semantic contrasts concerned, since there is also a corre-

latedcontrast of final vowel. Otly a few dialects, which have allowed

final /-u/ and l-ol to merge, have proceeded to full morphologwation

of metaphony, and then in rather restricted circumstances. where these

finalbackvowels fall together (in a vowel with varyingteahzations, here

subsumed under the symbol lU I [= non-low back vowel])' the alterna-

tion of tenic vowels can carry the contrast berween [*countable] and

[-countabte]: /pitU/ 
'strand of hair'vs /p6lU/ 

'hair (the substance)"

Final / -i l(see 4.L.2.2(2)) occurs in a limited set of words: singular

imperatives of -er and -ir verbs, the masculine singular forms of the

demonstratives corresPonding to standard este andese, the first-person

singular of strongpreterites, togetherwith a small grouP of nouns and

adverbs .orr.rporrding to such standard words asleche, tarde, noche, etc'

Because of this restricted occurrence, metaphony caused by /-il only

gives rise to morphological conrasts in a restricted number of cases'

For example:

u n d e r l y i n g l e /  . . . l i l  +  l i l  . . . l i l  l 6 . s r i l  +  / i s t i / ' t h i s '

underlyin! l6l . . . lil ..+ lil . . . lil: lk6nl -> lkttri/ 'run (imper.)'

under ly in!  la l  . . .1 i /  + 16l  . . . l i l :  l r tu i l . l  + l t&&l 
' late;af ternoon"

It will be seen that alternation between metaphonized and unmeta-

phonized vowels has come to play a minor syntactic/semantic role in

l i l

l e l l o l

l a l

1,4
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the dialects concerned. Although the alternation of tonic vowels is

rarely the only exponent of syntactic/ semantic contrasts, the Presence
of raised (metaphonized) vowels is associated with the following fea'

tures: [*masculine] (/ isti I vs l6stal); f+singular] (/ isti/ vs /6stos/;

Ir&dil vs /tAtdesl); [*imperative] (/ktiri/ vs lkorel 
'(s)he runs

(indic.)'). Full morphologization of these contrasts only occurs in

those varieties which have allowed final I -il and I -el to merge, Pre-
sumably in recent times, with a range of phonetic values here sub-

sumed under the symb oI ltl (= nonlow front vowel, typically raised

[q] or [i] or some articulation befween these points), and then only in

the second-person singular forms of -er and -ir verbs: /kirrl/ 
'run

(imper.)'vs /k6rl/ 
'(s)he runs (indic.)'.

For speakers of metaphonizingdialects, whatever the antiquiry of

the metaphonic process (and it appears to be ancient), it remains a pro'

ductive one. This can be seen in the fact that metaphony is applied by

speakers to words containing the diphthongs which result from the

tonic i and d of Latin:25

labj€rrul (( anrnru) > /abjirtu/ 'open'

lnuttftl (< Nocrr, with modification of the final vowel) >
lnuirfil 'night'

/gu6bu/ (< ovu) > /guibu/ 'egg'.

It will be evident that the dialects which display metaphony are

northern varieties which have not been subjected to the more intense

levelling and simplification which occurred in areas of dialect mixture i

further south, and which have preserved phonemic contrast between

final lul and lol and berween finaI liland /e L26 The majority of '

Peninsular dialects, including standard Castilian, do not permit high

vowels in final unstressed syllables and therefore cannot display

metaphony.2T
Currently, metaphony belongs to the traditional speech of a

number of areas. It is best seen in the dialects of central Asturias, in ,
what are now two separate areas, one on the coast at the Cabo de Peffas

and the other in the mountainous central-southern part of the

Principality, separated by the varieties used in and around Oviedo (see

Diaz 1957, Galmds 1960, Garcia i\fvarez 1955, Neira 1955:3-6, 1962,

Rodriguez-Castellan o 1952 54-62, 1955, 1959). It is rather vestigially

present in eastern Asturias (Garvens 1960) and in western Cantabria
(Penny 1978 153-5), where raising of the affected tonic vowels is

always less than a full degree of aperture. Further east, in the Pasiego,i
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Central

High l i l

High-mid lel

Low-mid lel l t l

4.5 Vowelsystem underlying metophony in Portuguese

varieties of central-southern Cantabria, there is a further coherent area

of metaphony (Penny 1970a383-96, with maP).

It appears likely that the metaphony of northern Spanish varieties

is genetically related to that of Portuguese, despite the lack of geo-

graphical continuifybetween the rwo areas (Galician lacks metaphony

as defined here; YSzquez and Mendes da L:uz 1971, [: l1 l-lz). Early

medieval Portuguese probably contrasted final I -o I and /-ul (despite

the representation of these two vowels by a single letter, <o>;

Williams 1962:121), and since /-u/ occurred in the singular form of a

large class of masculine nouns, pronouns and adjectives, while /-ol

occurred in the corresponding plurals and l-al occurred in corre-

sponding feminines, metaphony had the effect of marking differences

of gender and number by means of the aPerture of the tonic vowel,

and these contrasts of aperture survived the merger of final l-ul and

I -ol (Yilzquezand Mendes da Luz l97l,l:255-9).

It has to be remembered that, in Portuguese, metaphony operates

upon a vowel system of seven phonemes, ranged in four degrees of

aperrure (Table 4.5). And since metaphony consists in the assimilatory

raising of tonic vowels by one degree of aperture, it is to be expected

that, under appropriate conditions, low-mid vowels will be raised to

high-mid position, while high-mid vowels will become high.

In fact, metaphony in Portuguese is seen to operate most regu-

larly upon underlying tonic /r/, which emerges as l6l in the case of

many masculine singular forms, but remains as l5l in corresponditg

masculine plurals and in feminines:

lp5&ul (< roncu) > /porkui porco'pig'
lp3rkos/ (< noncds) > /p5rkuJl porcos 'Pigs'

/pSrka(s)/ (< nonci(s)) > /p5rka(f)l porca(s)'sow(s)'

t 0 l

l u l

l o l

l a l
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However, not all masculine singulars displaying the pattern I tl ' ' ' lul

show raising of the tonic, while there are substantial numbers of nouns

and adjectives whose tonic vowels behave like those of Ptg. Porco, -os,

but which have adopted this pattern analogically, since their tonic

vowel is not underlyin g l5l ,but I 6l :

/form6zu/ (< ronr',rdsu) > lform6zul formoso 
'beautiful (masc. sing.)'

/ form6zos,/ (< ronrradsos) > lform5zufl formoso.s 
'beautiful (masc. plur.)'

/form6za(s)/ (< ronr,rdse(s)) > /formSza(f)l formosa(s) 
'beautiful (fem.sing'/plur.)'

Other relevant tonic vowels (l€l , lel , 16l) show more sporadic and

even less regular metaphonic effects, and lil , lil and lAl are never

affected. And although Portuguese metaphony serves to enhance con-

6asts of number and gender, it is never correlated with the contrast

between countable and non-countable concepts. Thus, among the rare

cases of metaphonic raising of mid-high tonic vowels, we find the
'neuter' pronorrn, isto and tudo, whose underlying forms contain /6/

and 16l respectively (Lat. rsruD, roruM, proto-Portuguese /6stu/,

It6tul). Since these words ('this', 
'a11') can never refer to countable

concepts, it follows that there is no connection (contrary to what

happens in Asturian and Cantabrian varieties) between presence of

metaphony in a word and the presence of a [*countable] semantic

component.

4.1.2.t.2 Mass-nounreference
It will be apparent, from the discussion of metaphony as it appears in

the northern Peninsular dialect continuum, that these dialects fre-

quently make a morphological contrast befween forms associated

respecrively with [*countabte] and [-countable] concepts. This con'

rrasr is mosr clearly (but not exclusively) observable in the case of

words (nouns, adjectives, pronouns) which have a back vowel in their

final syllable. Wiihin this (large) class, a word which refers to a single

item 1a person, a thing) which in the real world is individualizable or

countable displays specific morphological properties: final l-ul ,

presence of metaphony. By contrast, any word which refers to a plu'

raliry of items or ro any non-individualizable or non-countable item,

(such as a substance in indeterminate quantity, or an abstract,rtem).

shows different morphological properties: final / 'o I , absence of

metaphony.
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Rather rarely, this contrast is displayed in the noun itself, and is

naturally confined to masculine singulars. We have already examined

cases of such contrast like:

un lpilul 
'a strand of hair' ([+countable])

lp6lo I 
'hair (the substance)' ([-countable])

un lb'rsul 
'a[n individual] cheese' ([+countable])

/k6so/ ' cheese( theproduc t ) ' ( [ -countab le ] ) '28

More usually, the contrast is seen through pronoun reference or adjec-

tive agreement. Irrespective of the form of the noun, if it has the syn-

tactic-semantic properties [*masculine, *singular, *countable], then

any pronoun or adjective which agrees with that noun (provided that

the fronoun or adjective is not one which ends in a consonant or l-el

ot l--il)wilt be marked by final l-ul andby metaphony. On the other

hand, if any one of those properties is not associated with the noun,

then the pronoun or adjective will be marked by some other final vowel

( l -oI  or  I 'a l )andwi l l  lackmetaphony Thus:

unhombrel guinu/'a good man' (f*masculine, +singulaa *countable])

unpanlguinu/ 'agoodloaf '1f+mascul ine,  +singular,  *countable])

uni muier I gu6,na I'a good woman' ([-masculine, *singular, *countable])

p a n l g a t n o l ' g o o d b r e a d ' ( [ * m a s c u l i n e , - c o u n t a b l e ] )
io, qui ron /grienos/ 

'ihor. who are good' ([*masculine, -singular, *countable])

Lrs Tgu6nas/ 
'the good ones' ([-masculine, -singular, *countable])

A further, related, characteristic of dialects from the central part of the

northern continuum is that, in the case of nouns which have the prop-

erties [-masculine, -countable], any agreeing adjective or pronoun (of

the appropriate class) will have I -ol inits final syllable and will (there-

fore) lack metaphony (see Penny 1970b):

lahierbaestd lstkol
lo que esti I stko I
lntierro laklf,ol

'the grass is dry'
'whichever 

[sc. grass] is drY'
'that earth'

estaleche,hay quebeberllot6/ 
'this milkmust all be drunk'.

For full discussion of these agreements in northern Spain, see Garcia

Gonziiez (1989).
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4.I.3 The broken southern Peninsular dialect continuum

While it is possible to recognize anunbroken dialectal continuiry across

the northein third of the Peninsula (4.1 .Z),it is no longer possible to do so

in the remaining, central and southern, portions of Spain and Portugal'

Today, there are three dialect continua in the southern rwo-thirds of the

Peninsula: one which comprises central and southern Portugal from the

Atlantic to (approximately) the Spanish frontier; a second which com: j

prises the band of Catalan speech down the Mediterranean coast from ,

approximately Tarragona to Alacant/Alicante; and a third which coffi-

prit.r the teriitory in berween the first rwo. This three-fold division of

ihe peninsula conrradicts the general principle that, at least at the levelof l

everyday speech, sharp dialectal boundaries do not exist. In the north

of Siain, we observe the general Romance pattern of interlocked dialects

without sudden transitions (see 4,1.2). But along the Portuguese-'l

Spanish border berween the Duero and the Atlantic, and along a line

which runs irregularly southwards through the provinces of Castell6n,

Valencia, and Alicante, we can observe sharp dialectal boundaries' An

explanation is therefore called for and will be attemPted (in section 4' l '4) '

after we have looked at the facts.2e

The three dialect continua under consideration are separatedbya

number of superimposed isoglosses, which can be summarized as in

Table 4.6.
I Down the central axis of the Peninsula, Latin stressed i is seen to

be regularly diphthongized to liel (rinne> Cast. tierra), con':

rrasringwith the product (l el)of Latin stressed E orY (cerENa >

Cast. cadena). By contrast, in both lateral zones we find I el from

Latin i (rinne > Ptg., Cat. terra), again contrasting with /el i

from Latin E (cerENe > Ptg. cadeia,Yal. cadena).3o

2 ln comparable fashion, the central dialect continuum of the,

central and southern Peninsula is characterized by showing /uel,

as the product of Latin tonic d (16nre > Cast. puerta), contrest:i

ing wiih I o I from Latin tonic 6 or i (> Cast. boca). Both lateral i

zones again display a monophthong (lt l) from Latin d (ndnra }

Ptg., Cat. porta),in contrast with I ol ftomlatin o or ri (nucca >

Ptg., Cat. boca).

3 ln the central area, the contrast befween earlier voiceless /S/''

and voice d lzl has been lost, so that, for example, the i

I

2

t
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Centre East

le l  vs I  e l
t[e]rravs caAfe]ia

l ie l  vs  le l
tbrravs cadgna

le l  vs  le l
t[e]rravs cadfe]na

l t l  vs  lo l
p[flrnvsb[o]ca

l ue l  vs  l o l

ouertovsboca

l t l  v s  / o l

p[*tavsb[o]ca

l s l  v s  l z l

Sross[vs casa
/s/ (alone)

gruetL = caEa

l s l  v s  l z l
grossovs ca$a

l s l
grossa= c49

l s l  v s  l e l
gruesovs cLza

l s l

grossL- cLQ

l f l  vs l3l
coxovs cerveja

l x l
cajo -mujer

l[/ vs l3l
calgovsrajar

/b /  vs  l v  I  -  lp l
sabervs cealo

/b/ (alone)

saf;er = caballo

/b/ (alone) or lb/ vs lv I
sabervs cqall

tfl
filha

l h l -  l @ l

hiia

tf/

fitto

/ r /
noife

Ir l  l
noche

I t l
nit

I '{,1
fiIha

l x l

hiia

/ [,1
fillr;

cdsL-cdses c&sd-c&sas c4s4-cases

4

)

,

8

10

9

4.6 Cenfrol Peninsulqrinnovolions

consonant of Cast. gruest(< cnossa) is identical to that of Cast.

casa (< cAsA), whereas Portuguese and Catalan words of the

casc class have voic ed lzl, in contrast with the voiceless /s/ of

Ptg. grossa, Cat. grossa.

4 A feature related to the preceding one is that most cenmal areas

maintain a contrast between two voiceless sibilants, / sl and I g I ,

whose antecedents merge on the two flanks of the Peninsula (as

well as in the south of the central zone, namely in part of

Andalusia). Thus, Castilian distinguishes the internal consonant

of gruesa from that of cazt, while portuguese gross4 and caga,

despite the contrast in spellings, contain the same phoneme, as is

also the case in Catalan grossd and cap.
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In a manner similar to that of point 3, the central zonehas allowed

the merger of earlier I I I and I 3l , Iatet modiffing the result of

this merger to /x/. Thus medieval Castilian caxt lkilfal and

muger I mu36,r I now have the same internal consonant lxl'

(lklxal , I muxlr l). However, on both sides of the Peninsula, thig

phonemic contrast is preserved unchanged, so that Ptg. coxa and,

Cat. cabca maintain /J/, while Ptg. cerveia and Cat. rajar show

unchanged I  3 l  .

The two medieval Castilian voiced labials /b/ (spelt b) and lfil

(spelt v/u) have merged into a single phoneme /b/ (although

both b and y continue to be used in the spelling of the words conj

cerned). Thus medieval Cast. saber (with /b/) and cavallo (with

/B/) (later respelt caballo) now have the same internal consonant,

/b/. However, Central and Southern Portuguese maintains thel

medieval contrast (in this case between bilabial lb I and labioden'

taI lv l, while much (but not all) of Southern Catalan (i.e.,

Valencian) similarly contrasts /b/ with either lpl or lv I .

In the case of the reflexes of r-, there is again a three-fold division

of the territory comprising the southern two-thirds of the

Peninsula. In both lateral zones, Latin initial r- has been retained

essentially unchanged: Lat. rilre > Ptg.flha, Cat.flla. Howevern

it is well known that Castilian (for reasons which are still open

dispute; see Lloyd 1987: 212-23, Penny 1972b,1990) first replaced I

Latin r- with an aspirate lhl, and then allowed the latter to bd-

dropped. The first of these innovations came to occupy the wholi

of the central dialect continuum under consideration here, abut

ting sharply upon the Central-southern Portuguese area and

upon the Southern Catalan region, along the boundaries outlinei

above. The second Castilian innovation (/h/-dropping) has no

yet covered the entire central zone.All of Old and New Castile att

affected, as are Aragon, Murcia, and eastern Andalusia, so

today there is an isogloss (coinciding with the others discussed iif

this section) separating an lf l-retaining area (Castell6n, e

Valencia, most of Alicante) from an area whose speakers use

initial consonant in the relevant words (Cat. flln vs Cast. hUc [{

lixal)). However, on the other side of the Peninsula, /h/-droff

ping has not reached all levels of society, so that along

Spanish-Portuguese frontier, in rural speech, there is an isoglo3i

which separates (Portuguese) /f/-retention (e.g., Lat. reni

1 0
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'flour' > farinha on the western side of the line, but reniNa >

lharinal on the eastern side). The area of lhl-retention (in rural

speech) includes much of western Andalusia (Huelva, Seville,

Cidiz, M6laga, C6rdoba provinces) together with Extremadura

(C6ceres rttd B"d"ioz). Moving northwards, there is then a break

in the lhl area (so that /h/-dropping reaches the Portuguese

frontier berween the Tagus and the Duero) before we reach a

residual and fast-fading area of lh/-retention in the west of

Valladolid (La Ribera).
A similar three-fold division of the central and southern Peninsula

(with agreement between the western and eastern sectors)

emerges when we observe the various forms of words which

descend from those containing cr in Latin. On both flanks, the

dental consonant is retained (e.g., Lat. Nocre > Ptg. noite, Cat.

nit, Lat. FAcru > Ptg. feito, Cat. fet), while in the centre a palatal-

izationprocesschangescr to lt[ l  (e.g.,Lat. NocrE > Cast. noche,

Lat. racru ) Cast. hecho).

We can observe an identical pattern in the case of words

descended from Latin items containing the sequence lljl (e.g.,

rorre), or lkl l or lgll (e.g., oc(u)r.u, rrc(u)r-e): on the rwo

flanks, we see an identical result, I I'l (Lat. rirre > Ptg.flha, CaE.

filln,Lat.oc(u)ru > Ptg. olho,.Cat.ull,Lat. rrc(u)re > Ptg.telha,

Cat. tella), while the centre shows a different result, namely lxl

(Lat. roua > Cast. hoja,Lat. oc(u)ru > Cast. ojo,Lat. rrc(u)re

> Cast. teja).
The plural of nouns in -a takes the form -es (e.g., sing. casa' plur.

cases), and second-person singular verb forms appear with -es

where their Latin antecedents showed -As (e.g., pres. indic. cdntes,

imperf. indic. cantabes/ cantaves),not only throughout the Catalan-

speaking area, but also in central Asturias, and in a number of now

isolated pockets in the western Meseta. There is also good evi-

dence of this fearure in Mozarabic (see 4.1.1 and Galm6s 1983:

302-17 + map). Although the distribution of this feature is not

identical to that of other features discussed in this section

(Galician-Portuguese lacks it, as do the dialects of western

Asturias), it should be included here, since its current distribution

strongly suggests that there was once an unbroken area in which

Latin -As was preserved as -es, stretching from the Mediterranean

to central Asturias, via the Mozarabic-speaking areas.
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4.I.4 The expansion of Castilian features

The explanation for the facrs ser our in 4.r.3 can be found in the politi-:
cal history of the Peninsula. The expansion of castile, from irs small;
tenth-century central-northern origins, led to the development of a,
large Peninsular state which by the fifteenth century stretched from the,
Cantabrian coast to the Atlantic and the Mediterranean. As a result of ,
this expansion, speakers from the region of old casrile and orher
northern areas resettled in territories further and further south as these,
were reconquered from Islamic Spain. This movement led to a
complex stare of dialect conract (see 3.1 for the mechanisms involved),
among a range of northern varieties spoken alongside a range of
southern or Mozarabic dialects. As accommodation processes 1i.r.r;:
led to reduction of variants, ir was the Mozarabic (southern) featuresi
which largely disappeared in favour of northern features: and since
several of the Mozarabic features were ones which extended across the i

whole Peninsula, and were shared with the westernmost (Galician-;
Portuguese) and easrernmost (catalan) varieties (see 4.1.1), rhe disap.
pearance of these features from the area of Castilian expansion implied
the breaking of an earlier east-west dialect continuum. As the
imported features became dominant in the centre-south of the
Peninsula, their prestige gradually ensured that they expanded towards
the boundaries of rhe srare, so that the isoglosses which reflect their
distribution eventually coincided, in the west, with the portuguese-
spanish frontier, and, in the easr, with the line which demarcated the
areas settled by Catalan speakers (see penny (tggg) for elaboration of
this point).

Expansion of central-northern features into the centre-south was
not the only process of this kind to occur in the Middle Ages, since
exactly similar Processes were occurring down both flanks of the
Peninsula. These expansions of northwestern and of northeastern fea.
tures wil lbe discussed in 4.1.7.1 and 4.1,7,3,

4.1.5 Easterninnovations

A number of new features have at different times spread from east to
west across the Peninsula without occupying the whole territory. In
some cases, these innovations originated elsewhere in the Romance
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4,7 Eostern Peninsulorinnovotions

world (they may show up in Gallo-Romance, for example) and aPpear

to have spread into the Peninsula via the eastern Pyrenees. Others must

have had their origin in the speech of the northeast Peninsula and

belong only to (part of) Hispano-Romance. At all events, the features

under consideration are today delimited by isoglosses that run approx-

imately north-south. In the northern third of the Peninsula, these

isoglosses form part of the northern dialect continuum (4.1.2) and are

typically scattered, but in their trajectory through the central and

southern Peninsula they converge, some of them meeting at the

Portuguese-Spanish frontier (e.g., features 1-4 in Table 4.7), and then

coincidingwith the western isoglosses set out in Table 4.6. Others (for

example, features 5-6 in Table 4.7) converge with the eastern isoglosses

of Table 4,6 andhelp to form the sharp boundary between Castilian

and Catalan which runs down through Castell6n, Valencia and

Alicante provinces to the Mediterranean.

Table 4.7 presents a selection of salient features which are distrib-

uted in the rwo ways just described. They are then discussed in the

remainder of this section.

I The Latin perfect (cnNrivi, etc.) expressed both perfective and

perfect aspects in the past (see Comrie 1976 53). That is, in terms

of approximate English translation equivalents, it meant both 
'[

sang' (in a period of past time unconnected with the moment of
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speaking), and 
'I 

have sung' (in the past, but with present rele-
vance). In most areas of Romance, cANTAvi survives with the
first of these two values (e.g., Old Catalan canti, Castilian cante,
Galician-Portuguese cantei), but already in spoken Latin it was
being replaced in its perfect value by the analytic consrrucrion
nesEns ceNtArurvr, a form which reaches most of the
Peninsula with this value (Cat. he cantat, Cast. he cantad.o).
However, in the western third of the Peninsula, this change has
not occurred, and the descendants of ceNrivi, etc., continue to
express both perfect and non-perfect values (e.g., Ptg. canta'l
sang, I have sung') (Willis t965 209-fi ). It is true thar Galician
and Portuguese possess compound perfect constructions (e.g., lit.
erary Ptg. hei cantado, Ptg. tenho cantado), but these are not func-
tional equivalents of the Castilian or Catalan compound perfects
(or their French, Italian, etc. counterparts). Ptg. hei/tenho cantado.
expresses a past state which continues at the moment of speaking
('[ have been singing').3r The perfect value of the descendants of
ceNrlvi is found not only in Galicia and Portugal, but also in a
wider area of the Peninsular northwest, including Asturias and
Cantabria, and has been widely transmitted to American Spanish,
where (for example)Yalohice frequently has the same value ('l've
already done it') as standard PeninsularYalohehecho.
The spoken Latin diphthong /ail (which often arose through
metathesis of the sequence consonant * palatal glide, bringing i
the glide into contact with a preceding lal, €.g., pniuinruM > ii
/primairo/) underwent change to /eil and then to I el inCentral
Romance areas. These innovations spread into and across the i
Peninsula, but the second (leil
western flank, so that leil remains (e.g., pimeiro) in Galicia,,
western Asturias, far western Leon, and Portu gal.t, ,
In exactly parallel manner to the changes just discussed, Larin
laul was modified to loul and then lol in much of the

Romance-speakingworld (although nor in sourhern Gaul, where

,Occitan retains laul). These changes spread across the Peninsula
from east to west (apparently in randem with the changes lail >
leil > lel), but the last stage again failed to reach rhe wesrern
Peninsula, which widely retains I oul (as in pAUcu > pouco).33
As we have seen in 4.1 .2.2, retention of I mb l, by contrast with its.
reduction to lml, is one of the features which helps us to identift,
the northern dialectal bridge which links the northwesternri
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Peninsula with La Rioja and Aragon, via Asturias, Cantabria and
northeastern Burgos (see also Penny 1997). The place of origin of
the change MB > lml seems to lie in the $rrenees, spreading
from there to Catalan andAragonese and extendingwesrwards to
the central Burgos area. The consonant group is retained
throughout theGal ic ian_Por tuguesearea(e .g . ,PALUMBA>
pomba), and in the rural speech of western Leon, Asturias and
Cantabria. It was also characteristic of the pre-Reconquesr south-
ern Peninsula (see 4.1.1), but has been swept from this area
(except for its Portuguese segment) by the expansion of Castilian
features from the centre-north (see 4.1.4).
Although the Latin group -No- has an exactly similar structure ro
that of -un- (namely, nasal plus homorganic voiced plosive), and
although in the east -ND- is modified in an exactly parallel manner
(namely, to /nl , e.g., Latin osMeNoi.RE > Cat. demanar), the geo-
graphical extent of each of these innovations is very different.
Whereas the change -MB- > lm/ extends far to the west, now
reaching the Portuguese border, the change -ND- > /n/ barely pro-
gresses beyond the Catalan-speaking area (it once spread into
Aragonese territory), and the isogloss separating its area from that
of retention of the group (e.g., Latin oerder.rD^d.RE > Cast., Ptg.
demandar) now coincides (in C as tell6n, Valencia, and Alicante ) with
those other isoglosses which sharply mark off Southern Chtalan
(i.e., Valencian) from Central and Southern Castilian (see 4.1,3).
Latin initial r- produces a palatal result (l [,]) in the northeast of
the Peninsula (e.g., Lat. LUMBu > Cat. llom), an innovation which
extends into Roussillon and some way into the central Pyrenees,
in the province of Huesca. It also extends southwards, covering
the entire Catalan-speaking area, including the Balearic Islands.
The remainder of the Peninsula retains l- unchanged (e.g., Lat.
LUMBU > Cast. lomo,Ptg.Lombo), and once again the isogloss sep-
arating innovation from retention coincides with those other
isoglosses which today serve to sharply divide the Catalan area
from the Castilian area, running irregularly down, as we have
seen, through the provinces of Castell6n, Valencia and Alicante.

1.6 Westerninnovations

In keeping with the view that Western Hispano-Romance is more con-
servative than that of the centre or east, there are fewer innovations

i l l
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West

tr l t-t1t
chorar

l a l
lua

l a l
dor

perf. aux. ter
tenho cantado

Centre

l n /

luna

nt
dobr

perf. aux. haber

he cantado

East

l p l l  , l k l l  , l { l l
olorar
l*

l n /
lluna

n/
dolor

perf. aux. haver

he cantat

Toble 4.8 Western Peninsulor innovof ions

that can be observed to have spread easrwards from a western focus,

Among the most salient western innovations are those listed in Table

4 .8 .
I The treatment of the Latin word-initial consonant clusters PL-f,

cL-, FL- shows wide variation across the Peninsula. The deepest

level of innovation belongs to the northwest, where (through a

process whose details are not fully agreed) rr.-, ct-, and FL- were

modified to ltfl (e.g., pI.6nins > chorar, cLAMARE > chamar,

FLAMMA > chama). This result extends into western Asturias and

far western Leon, and was spread down through the whole of,

Portugal (see 4.1.7.1), although in recent centuries the affrica rc ltfl

has been modified to fricative /f/ (without change of spelling) in

Central and Southern Portuguese, includingthe standard variery.

By contrast, the whole central block of the Peninsula, frofiI

Cantabria to Andalusia and Murcia, shows a less radical innove:

tion, pL-, cL-, FL- > I Al (e.g., pr6n.[.ns > l lorar, craMAns $

llamar, FLAMMA > Ilama). As in the case of the spread of lrt

down the west of the Peninsula, it is evident that the innovatioi

I ftl was spread from north to south down the centre, since

both cases there is evidence that the pre-Reconquest (Mozarabi

speech of these southern areas retained PL-, cL-, rr- unct

(Galm€s 1983: 86, 174,201,232).

A third area of the Peninsula, originally comprising

northeast (La Rioja, Aragon and Catalonia), and linked in

regard with Gaul, showed regular retention of eL-, cr-, rl- (
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prdn.6.ie > ploror, crelrAns > clnmar, FLAMMA > flama).ln this
case, it cannot be accurately said that the northeastern result
(l pIl, I kll, I fll )was spread southwards, since the area settled by
Catalan-speakers down the Mediterranean coast was one where
speakers (i.e., Mozarabic-speakers) already used unmodified
lpll , lkl l and lf l l  .

Treatment of Latin intervocalic -N- reveals a bipartite division of
the Peninsula, by contrast with the tripartite division just dis-
cussed. Throughout the western third of the Peninsula (Galicia
and Portugal), -N- gave rise to nasalization of the precedingvowel
and was then effaced (e.g., LANA > Ptg. I4.ln the case of some
vowel combinations, a palatal nasal consonant was reinserted
(e.9., viNu > Ptg. vinho),but in a large number of cases there is no
surviving trace of the nasal (e.g., lfrne > Ptg. laa) (see Williams
1962:704, Sampson 1999: 186-97). This feature presumably had
its origins in the northwest, since there is no gvidence of it in the
Mozarabic speech of (central and southern) Portugal. Today it
occupies all of Galicia and Portugal, but was absent from Miranda
do Douro (see 4.1.2.1) until standardizing pressures introduced it
there. The rest of the Peninsula retains lnl (e.g., rfrNa ) Casr.
luna, Cat.lluna).3a
An identical division of the Peninsula can be observed in the case
of the treatment of Latin intervocalic -r- . Loss of the lateral has
become normal in all Galicia and Portugal (e.g., oor6ns > Ptg.
dor), except Miranda, but it is retained throughout the rest of the
Peninsula (e.9., nor6ns ) Cast., Cat. dolor).
We have seen (in 4.1.5(l)) that perfect aspect is most usually
expressed, in the west, by forms (e.g., Ptg. cantei 

'l 
have sung' <

callrAvi) which also express perfective aspect ('l sang'), but that
compound tenses also exist, with 

'progressive' 
value (approxi

mately'I have been singing'). The auxiliary used in such com-
pound forms (Gal.-Ptg. haver) was cognate with that used for
perfect aspect in the centre and east (Cast. haber, Cat. haver). but
this auxiliary is now infrequent and is reserved for literary regis-
ters. In other registers, Gal.-Ptg. haver has been replaced by inno-
vatory ter (< rpNEne 

'to 
hold'), and, although this innovation is

also widely found in Golden-Age Castilian, it has largely retreated
from the centre and now serves to distinguish Western Hispano-
Romance from Central and Eastern.
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4,I.7 Southward expansion of northern features: the Reconquest

and its linguistic effects

Up to this point in this chapter, we have been concerned with variation

across the Peninsula, identifring the main isoglosses which run

(approximately) north-south and contribute both to the northern

dialect continuum and to the separation of the three great southern

blocs. In order to account for the latter, we have had to take into con-

sideration the spread of features from the north towards the south'

within each of the three major zones, but here we lookin more detail at

the resettlement pro..rr., that underlie and explain such develop-

ments.
In the aftermath of the Islamic conquest of much of the

Peninsula in AD 711-18, a number of independent Christian states

slowly emerged in the unconquered north. This zoneincluded apProx"

imately the northern quarter of the Peninsula, but the independent

band of territory was bioader in the west, where it soon reached down

to the Duero, than in the east, where it was narrowed to the foothills of

the Pyrenees. The main early centre of resistance to Islamic powerwas

Oviedo (in Asturias), but others soon appeared at Santiago de

compostela, Burgos, Pamplona, Girona/Gerona, etc., cenffes whiCh

were strung orr, .long the Romance dialect continuum whose.exis'

tence we infer for that period (just as we know it to have existed lat€fi'

and as it still exists today)." gac6 of these statelets was able to expand

its territory over the centuries, sometimes at the exPense of its 
":igh:

bours, most usually at the expense of Islamic Spain, and in the wake of'

this expansion there usually came movement of population within

each state, with people from the north resettling areas to the south' ag

these were acquired.

The linguistic effects of these movements were no

complex: features which belonged to specific segments of the no

dialect continuum were carried south into areas where they were

viously unknown, and where they entered into comPetition with

tures r.rr.d by the surviving Romance (i.e., Mozarabic) speakers

those areas. This southward movement of population was

throughout the period of the Reconquest (eighth-fifteenth centuri

"nd 
at e"ch stage produced different cases of dialect contact (see 3'1

the expect.d outiomes of such contact).36 The linguistic results of
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process, taken together with the gradual hardening of political fron-

tiers in the Peninsula, were the creation of three vertical dialect con-

tinua, one in the west (Portugal), one in the centre (Old Castile, New

Castile, Extremadura, Andalusia and Murcia, increasingly also includ-

ing southern Aragon), the third in the east (the Catalan-speaking part

of the Kingdom of Valencia). Of course, the northern segments of

each of these north-south dialect continua dissolved into the northern

(east-west) dialect continuum already discussed (see 4.1.2), but their

southern segments came to be sharply delimited one from another as a

result of the process discussed in 4.1.3.37

Certain broad characteristics are shared by these three north-

south continua. In the first place, in all three cases, innovations accu-

mulate as one progresses further and further south. That is, the south-

ernmost varieties in each continuum show the greatest degree of

change, and this openness to linguistic change is perhaps due to the fact

that contact among competing varieties was most intense in these

areas immediately after their reconquest. What is known of the conse-

quences of loosened social nerworks (namely, encouragement of

change; see 3.3) and of d"ialect contact' (that is, levelling and

simplification; see 3.1) is in keepingwith the development of the south-

ern varieties in each of the three vertical continua: they are more inno-

vatory than their northern counterparts, and the kinds of changes

exhibited are most frequently of a simplifring kind.

Secondly, it should be noted that innovations that arose in the

southern zones of each of these continua (whether they arose as a

result of dialect contact or for any other reasons) did not generally flow

back to the north. That is to say that it was southern innovations, each

occupying (as always) a different territory from that occupied by every

other innovation, that served to create each north-south continuum.

A third generalization about the Peninsular dialect continua is

perhaps also in order. As a result of the social and political history of

the Peninsula in the early Middle Ages (the appearance of independent

Christian states strung from west to east across the north of the

Peninsula and the southward expansion of their populations during the

Reconquest), the degree of linguistic difference is greater berween east

and west than berween north and south: on any north-south journey

one crosses many fewer isoglosses than on an east-west journey of the

same length.
Each of the north-south dialect continua will now be examined,

in turn.
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4.1.7.1 Galician and Portuguese
Until the eleventh century, Galicia and Portugal (that is, the part of it

thus far reconquered, approximately down the Duero) were territories

belonging to the Crown of Leon (to which Castile, on the eastern flank,r

also belonged). [t seems that, as the frontier with Islamic Spain was

pushed southwards, the territory between the Minho/Mifio and the

Duero was principally settled by people from what is now Galicia, and

that northwestern features (characterizing.the western end of the north;

ern dialect continuum) were consequently carried down the Atlantic

side of the Peninsula. These would include loss of intervocalic -N- and

-L-, use of lr[ l inwords hkechorat (< nr-6n,Lne), etc. (see 4.1.6).

The daughters of Alfonso VI of Leon (1065-1109) were gi

these territories as fiefdoms, Urraca receiving Galicia, which she gov:

erned with her husband Raymond of Burgundy, while Teresa and her:

husband Henry of Burgundy (cousin of Raymond) received Portugal*

While Galicia always thereafter remained integrated in the Crown of'

Leon (later dominated by Castile), Henry of Burgundy pursued an

independent policy, dramatically extending his territory southwards,;

Henry's son Alfonso (Afonso Henriquez) secured full independence.

from Leon in I 143 and became the first King of Portugal. The result of'

this political change turned the Minho into a state frontier, making

movement of p.ople across it less frequent and making it more difficuh

for innovations to cross in either direction. Features which were shared

by Galician and Portuguese varieties in the twelfth century most fie':

quently continued to be shared in later periods; this is the case of dele'

tion of intervocalic -r- and -N- (as in soir < satiRe, lua < rONe), orth€

inflected infinitive construction.3s By contrast, innovations which

arose later on either side of the frontier generally did not cross to thd

other territory. So, for examPle, devoicing of voiced sibilants and theif

merger with their voiceless counterparts (lll , l3l > l[l; lsl , lzl 7-

I sl : I r' l, I d' I > /t'/, later I O I or I sl, anorthern innovation affectin$

varieties stretching from the western Galician coast to the cenfal

Pyrenees), does not sPread south of the Minho (Table a.9). i
Innovations which arose in the south of Portugal often do not

spread to the whole of Portuguese territory, and so cannot reacl

Galicia. A case in point is the merger of dental with alveolar sibilanti

with dental outcome (exemplified by the identical internal consona

today found in standard Portuguese P4rso andbrago, on the one handl

and in rosa and prazer, on the other), which almost certainly has sout

ern origins identical with those of Andalusian seseo (see 4.1.7.2.1).

Medieval
Galician-Portuguese
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Portuguese Galician

I I I roxo (< nusseu) lll roxo
ty

lSl quei jo (< cesuu) lsl queijo

lsl p&sso (< rassu) lsl pdsso paso

ros4lz l  rosa(< nose) lzl rosa

It ' l  brago (< BRAccHIU) lsl  brago brazo
l e l  -  l s l ^

l*/ prazer (< nrecEnu) lzl prozer Prazer

"Cerrainwesrernvarietiesof Galicianexhibitseseo(mergerof lsl md /alin(predorsal) /s/),

while the majoriry maintain the distinction (see Zamora 1985: l-10).

Development o[ sibi lonts i n Golicion-Porf uguese

reaches only the southern rwo-thirds of Portugal, therefore including

the important urban centreb of Coimbra and Lisbon, whose varieties

underlie the Portuguese standard, but leaves large northern

Portuguese areas unaffected. 3e

Similarly, the deaffrication of lrfl to produce lfl in words like

chorar (< er6niRE)'to weep', chegar (< nrrcine) 
'to 

arrive', etc., is a

Southern Portuguese phenomenon (perhaps related to the similar

deaffrication of Castilian I tf I inparts of Andalusia)4o which extends far

enough northwards to include the Lisbon and Coimbra areas (and

therefore enter the standard) but does not reach northern Porfugal (or

Galicia).
Again, reduction of the diphthong loul to lol (or its rePlace-

ment by loil, €.g., ouro (< eunuru) > l6rol or l6irol 
'gold') is a

Southern Portuguese feature (shared with much of the centre and east

of the Peninsula; see Table 4.7) which has penetrated all of southern

and central Porrugal (thereby affecting the standard) but not the north,

or Galicia.ar
More complex is the case of the merge r of lb I (< -a -, -v -) and I p I

(< -s-, -v-). This merger (into a single voiced non-nasal bilabial lb l) is

characteristic of all northern varieties of Hispano-Romance, from the

Atlantic to the Mediterranean, including Galician and northern

Portuguese varieties. This distribution suggests that this merger (and

the related absence of labiodental lv l) is quite ancient, antedating the

twelfth-century separation of Portugal from the Crown of Leon.a2

roxo

queixo

l s l

4.9
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4.1.7.2 Castilianand Andalusian

Just as Portuguese canbe a regarded as a southern offshoot of

originating in the northwest of the Peninsula, so Andalusian can be$t

be considered as a southward extension of varieties originating in the

centre-north. In both cases, northern features were extended

wards largely as a result of the displacement of speakers from north

south as they settled new territories in the wake of the Reconqu

Similarly, in both cases, innovations which arose in these

territories could be transmitted northwards. The great differe

between the linguistic development of the two territories is tha

whereas Lisbon lies far enough south to be affected by a large nu

of southern Portuguese innovations (which were then incorporatedifi

the Portuguese standard), central-southern innovations most usua

did not reach the trend-setting cities of central Castile, Toledo a

Madrid, and therefore did not usuallybecome part of standard Spa

On the other hand, southern features of both Portuguese

Castilian were prominent in the varieties which were established in t

Americas from the late ffieenth century onwards, so that Brazi

Portuguese more closely resembles Southern Peninsular Portu

than other varieties of Peninsular Portuguese, just as Ameri

Spanish inherits many of the characteristics of Andalusian vari

(see 5.1).  I
The most salient southern innovations in the central Peni

bloc (i.e., the most noticeable features of Andalusian Spanish) i

the following.

4.1,7.2.1 Seseo andceceo

ln much of Andalusia, the four medieval sibilant phonem es I t'l , l&

/s/ and lzl have merged into a single voiceless dental fricative /

which today appears with or without interdental colouring (fronting

the tongue body so that the sound acquires some of the acoustic

ties of interdental lOl),respectively tfl and [S]. To the non-Anda

speaker of Castilian, it seems that the Andalusian speaker who

nounces ht] is using a sound, similar to Castilian lgl, in circum

where the Castilian speaker exPects not only lol (e.g., [k6gea] for

but also / s / (e.g., [k6;oa] for casa).Since to the outsider this kind of

nunciation appears to be an 
'abuse of the letter z (i.e., zeta)' (

properly, of the sound represented by z), it is named ceceo.ln the

case, rhe non-Andalusian hears a sound ($) somewhat like his

/s/, not only where he is expecting lsl (e.g., [kfua] for casa) but
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Medieval
phoneme

Modern
Medieval spellingand
spelling meaning

c4g caza'hunt' [ka;ta] tlcipl

/ d,l deztr dcnr'to say' fdepoir] Idepr]

0asso [pefo] [pdto]

casa'house' [kafa] tkepl

Seseo ond ceceo inAndolusiqn Sponish

where he is expecting lOl (e.g.,tk6Eal for caza). This style of pronunci-

ation is deemed to be an 
'abuse of the letter s' and is consequently

labelled seseo.
Table 4.10 summarizes and exemplifies these mergers. Their

origin is much disputed, but it is likely that there were nvo phases of

merger, followingroutine deaftication of lt'l and l& I to l;l and lll .

The first (merger of dental-alveolar lsl and lzl respectively with

dental lgl and lVl) is characteristically Andalusian, while the second

(merger of voiced and voiceless sibilants with voiceless outcome, here

bringing l; l (< lsl and /p/) and lel (< lzl and lgl)rogerher as /;/) is

eventually felt in all Castilian varieties.

The first of these mergers is perhaps best described as the

outcome of the dialect contact which must have arisen due to immi-

gration into post-Reconquest Seville (just as occurred in other recently

reconquered areas). As we have seen (3.f ), one of the expected effects

of conract among mutually intelligible language varieties is preference

for the simplest among competing variants. Thus, if any group of

speakers, however small, had allowed dento-alveolar lsl and lzl to

merge with dental lgl and lgl , this merger would be likely to be

extended to the whole community (see Penny 1987,Tuten 1998).13

Seseo, then, probably has its origins in late-medieval Seville,

gaining ground in the sixteenth century and spreading not only to

other areas of Andalusia but also (because of the vital role played by

Seville in overseas settlement) to the whole of Spanish America (see

5.1.1). Because of its establishment in many cities, including among

educated urban speakers, seseo has acquired full acceptabiliry in the

Spanish-speaking world, and comPetes equally with the central / north-

ern Peninsular norm (which distinguishes /kiea I caza from lkisal

I t ' /

l s l

l z l

rl.l0
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Figure 4. I Seseo ond rereo in Andolusio

casa). On the other hand, ceceo is more limited in geographical and
social extent. It appears to have developed in the seventeenth or eigh-
teenth centuries, in coastal regions of Andalusia, and now stretches
from southern Huelva through Cidiz, M6laga and southern Granada
to Almeria. Although it is the usual pronunciation of this area, includ-
ing major cities such as Cildiz and Mila ga, ceceo has not acquired full
social acceptance; educated speakers from these areas tend to move
from ceceo ta seseo and back according to the formality of the social cif.
cumstances in which they find themselves.

It is to be noted (as can be seen from the map in Figure 4.1) that
considerable areas of Andalusia (although not a large proportion of the
Andalusian population) show neither ceceo nor seseo,but distinguish an
interdental /0/ from an I sl (of whatever phonetic kind).aa

Yeismo
Another innovation which took root in early modern Andalusia was
the merger of the palatals I [,] and ljl ,infavour of non-lateral fricative

4.1 Geogrophicol voriotion

and affricate articulations: [i], [s], [d3], etc. Since the predominant real-

ization(tjl) of the merged phoneme is identical to that of standard /J/

(e.g., inmayo), this innovation is labelled yekmo. [t is to be observed in

almost the whole of Andalusia, the exceptionsbeing certain pockets of

retention of the I [,]-/il contrast in the southwest (parts of Huelva,

rural Seville and Cidiz).

Although this merger may have had its remote origins in the far

north of the Peninsula (Penny 1991b), its success in the Spanish-

speaking world is undoubtedly due to its adoption by urban speakers in

Andalusia in the wake of the Reconquest, despite the fact that it is not

unambiguously attested there until several centuries later. This adop-

tion, once again, can be regarded as the predictable preference for a

simpler variant (one phoneme rather than rwo) in a situation of dialect

contact (see 3.1.4).

However, unlike many other southern Castilian (i.e., Andalusian)

features (e.g., seseo), ye{smo did flow back northward, in recent cen-

turies. Perhaps as a result of Andalusian immigration into Madrid, this

feature began to gain ground there in working-class speech, as can be

seen in the late nineteenth-century novels of Benito P1tezGald6s, and

then began to move up through society in successive generations until

in the late twentieth century it reached all but a small number of the

most conservative varieties of Madrid speech. During the same

century, yekmo spread from Madrid to other cities of central and north-

ern Spain and has become part of the dominant urban speech Pattern
throughout the Peninsula, even though many geographically interme-

diate (predominantly rural) varieties maintain the older pattern, distin-

guishing the rwo phonemes in such minimal pairs as mallo'mallet' and

mryo'May' (for details see Alonso 1967a). Like other Andalusian fea-

tures, yeismo became characteristic of Spanish in the Americas (see

5.1), and although not universal there (since many Andean areas main-

tain l[,]), it forms part of the phonology of the large majoriry of

American-Spanish speakers.

1,7,2.3 Maintenance ondloss of /h/
, As we have seen (in 3.1.3.2), /h/-dropping began in Old Castile in the

, later Middle Ages and began to spread rapidly after its adoption by speak-
: ers in Madrid in the later sixteenth century. Until the sixteenth century,
' then, Andalusia remained unaffectedby this change, and pronunciations

like /himbrel, lLilo/, /hirmo I (hambre, hilo, humo < FAMINE, FILU,
i FUrrau) continued in use. Likewise, the lhl (phonetically [rvr]) of words

t 2 l
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like fuego, fuente, f"i (. rdcu, rdNre, r0i) remained unchanged and

was nor replaced by lf l. Two changes have taken place since that time,

one geographical, the other diastratic or social. On the one hand, / h / -less

pronunciations have become the norm for all speakers in eastern

Andalusia (the province,of Ja6n, the eastern half of Granada, and most

of the province of Almeria), while western Andalusian varieties have

maintained lhl (at least in informal speech), in common with

Extremadura and other, northern, areas. On the other hand (as just

implied), in western Andalusia /h/-dropping has progressed down the

social scale, so that retention of lhl now typifies unguarded rural and

working-class speech.
Those speakers who maintain /h/ have merged this phoneme

with the reflex of medieval l[l and l3l (see 3.1.3.1), usuallywith

glottal outcome (thl), so that hambre,hilo,humo,futso for such speakers

contain the same initial phoneme as iugo (medieval lfugol xugo <

s0cu), juego (medieval /gu6go I iuego
I gn€tel ginete < Ar. zen€tl). This popular Western Andalusian feature,

like a good number of others, was spread to the Canaries and to large

areas of America, where it maintains a similar social status to the one it

enjoys in Andalusia (see 4.1.8 and s.z.t;.

4.1.7.2,4 Weakeningof / -s/

Weakening of syllable-final / s / , whether within the word (as in e;te), at

the end of a wordbefore a pause (as in son istoq), or at the end of a word

before a word-initial consonant (as in estal casas),is a further character'

istic of sourhern Castilian. Likeyeismo, its remote origins may lie in the

far north, where small rural pockets of similar /-s/-weakening still

exisr (Penny 1991b), but, as in that case, the success of this feature is due

to its acceptance by urban speakers in reconquered areas of southern

Spain.
Weakenin gof lsl manifests a range of degrees of intensity. The

lowest degree of intensity is represented by simple glottalization or

aspiration of I -s l, modifring it to [h]. This style of pronunciation (e.g., ;

f6htah kisahl = estls casas) is the most widespread geographically and I

socially; it continues northwards into all of New Castile, Extremadura

and Murcia, and appears in the speech of all social classes. It appears to

be gaining increasing currency in Madrid (where its existence is already

noted in the working-class characters of Benito P€,rez Gald6s's late

nineteenth-century novels) and is now reported (Williams 1987:,

I l4-18) in urban varieties in Old Castile (see 4.2.3).
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A further degree of weakening is seen when the aspirate adopts

some of the features of the following consonant, as when the aspirate

takes on the voice feature and sometimes the nasal qualiry of a follow-

ing nasal consonant: [mihmo], [mifrmo) = mismo. Such assimilation of

the syllable-final consonant to the following consonant may be total,

leading to a long or geminate consonant: [aBinpa] = av*pa; [6kko1 =

asco. Such total assimilation, although frequent, is less widespread than

simple aspiration (it is not common outside western Andalusia, and

tends to be avoided by educated speakers).
Assimilation berween the rwo consonants concerned may go

further, in that the second may take on the voiceless nature of the first
(original voiceless lsl , or its voiceless successor [h]), while the first

adopts the place of articulation of the second, so that the rwo merge as

a single voiceless consonant: [la Qikah] = Ins vacas; [lo eep6neh] = los

desvanes; fdihfhto] = disgusto, where the voiceless fricatives [Q], tol, thl
respectively maintain the place of articulation of the original second

consonant, lbl , ldl and lgl. This kind of articulation, which only

occurs in the sequences cited, is more restricted, geographically and

socially, than the simple assimilation exemplifiedby [aBinpa] or [6kko].
The most radical weakening of all, rypical of eastern Andalusia

but also occasionally observed in western Andalusia, is the complete

elimination of syllable-final /s/, with the consequence that traditional

markers of number (in nouns and adjectives) and person (in the verb)

are eliminated: [6tr1 = estos; [r mimr] = los mismos, although presence

of an original lsl may be marked by the devoicing of syllable-initial

lbl , ldl or lgl: [e Qdka] = las vacas, vs. [la B6ka] = La vaca (Penny

1986). We shall see in the following section how Eastern Andalusian

varieties remedy this lack of consonant marking by transferring the

morphological load to the vowels of the phrase concerned.

In western Andalusian areas where morpheme-final /-s/ survives

as an aspirate (e.g.,[lah kisa(h))Ins casas, this lsl maybe pronounced as

an aspirate even where it is syllable-initial (in accordance with the

resyllabification rule of Spanish phonology).a5 Thus, although this pro-

nunciation is more stigmatized than other rypes of l-sl-reduction, a

phrase like las olas is frequently articulated [la-h6la(h)]. This kind of

articulation is also heard in words like nosotros (which can be analysed

as /nos#6tros/): [no-h6-troft)1,1ust like los otros [lo-h6-troft)].
The various results of /-s/-weakening can be listed as in Table

4.l l,where any combination of lsl and another consonant (e.g., lsf l)

is to be understood as occurring either within a single word (where
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Aspiration Assimilation

[loh p6ro{h)1 Ilon p6rsth)1

Iapihpa] Iapinpa]

llah Bekao)l
Ilah pekatt'l]

Idehpaol
Idehp6n1

Ilao p6kathrl [la+ Qdka(h)] tla Qrikal

Idet|B6o1 fdeoQ 6n]

[lah m6no{h)1 [lafimin6th)1 [la- m6no(h)] [l* menr]

[lah fot6tt'11 [larf6totnl flao Q6tothrl

Iahf6lto] Iaff;ilto] IaoQ{lro]

Iloh t6roG')]

[6htott'l]

[loh oiatt'1

Ilo't6reth)1

[€'tott'11

[loo oi2{t'11

Ilon 6iatt't1
Iloe ei2rt'11

[d6hde] [d6hde] [d6,oe1

Idnno] [6nno] [6\ro]

[loh s6so(h)]

Iloh 16mott'11 llohl6mo(h)l [ loll6mo(h)]

Ilo'r6lett'li

[lah tJikatt'r]

[mih j6rnothrl lmihJ6rneth)1

Ilah16m2{t')1 [lan j6mxrh)1

[loh k6soft)]

Idhko]

Ilok k6sorhrl

Idkko]

[loh yetert'11 [lov ydtoft)] [lo* xitott'11

[loh y6to(h)]

Idihyuhto] [divyirto]
Idihyu'to]

[loh hdrs{t'r1

lla h6lathrl

" The symbol #V here indicates any vowel at the onset of a following word, and implies that /s/ is
resyllabified from syllable-final to syllable-initial.

Toble 4. | | Results of /-s/-weokening

/s#Y l^

Ib p6rr]

IaFipe]
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such a word-internal sequence exists) or across the boundary berween

closely linked words.46
This phenomenon, like many other Andalusian features, was

extended to America, although not so universally as in the case of seseo
or even yersrmo. We shall see (t.l,Z) that it is characteristic of those areas
most culturally distant from the chief administrative centres of the
Spanish Empire, namely Mexico City and Lima. It is most strongly
evident in the Spanish of the southwestern United States, in central
America and the Caribbean, and in the countries of the Southern
Cone.

An dalu s ian v ow el- s y s t e m s
The complete loss of syllable-final (including word-final) lsl , rypical of
eastern Andalusia, has potentially dramatic effects on the morphologi-
cal structure of those varieties, since (as in standard Spanish) word-final
/s/ carries a heavy morphological load: it marks the contrast befween
plural and singular in nouns, adjectives, etc., and marks the contrast
berween second person and third person in the verb. Eastern Andalusian
varieties have, however, made good this potential deficiency by transfer-
ring the morphological load from the consonant to the vowels of the
forms in which the /s/ originally occurred. The mechanism employed
was the following.

In all varieties of Spanish (as in many other languages) a vowel
phoneme which appears in a syllable blocked by a consonant has a
somewhat lower tongue-height than the same phoneme when it
appears in a free syllable (i.e., when no consonant follows the vowel
concerned in the same syllable). Thus, the first and last I ol of los toros
is articulated a little lower than the final lol of eltoro.ln the large
majoriry of varieties of Spanish, this slight variation carries no infor-
mation (it is sub-phonemic) and therefore passes unnoticed by speak-
ers. However, as /-s/ headed towards elimination and was finally
deleted in parts of southern Spain, tongue-height became the only way
of distinguishing singular from plural and second person from third.
That is to say, a purely phonetic difference (of tongue-position) pro-
vided the basis for a series of phonological splits, lel , lol and lal
dividing respectively into lel and lel , ltl and lol , le l and lal .a7
These splits have come to affect not solely the final syllable of the
words concerned, but all the syllables, so that a measure of vowel
harmony has been introduced: if the final syllable contains lel , ltl og
/e/, then the other syllables of the word may not contain I el , I o I or

[deq r iol

[e Qio]

IaQ6l to] ,7,2. t

[b t5n]

[6n]

[r  0ie]

il: s6srl

!r lSmrl

[: r6je]

[a tlf ke]

Imr J6rnr]

lla jrimal

Ib k6sr]

Ib xritr]

[ d ih6 ' to ]

[b hrirr]
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Back

High

Mid-high l e l

Mid-low l e l l t l

l e l

Toble 4.l2 Eostern Andolusion vowel-system

lal .Theresult, in eastern Andalusia (Ja6n, Granada, Almeria, most of

M6laga and Cordoba and adjacent parts of Seville province; Alvar

t996a:145), is a rectangular eight-vowel system (notably different from

the triangular five-vowel system used throughout the rest of the

Spanish-speakingworld): see Table 4.12. Some examples of these con-

rrasts can be found among the illustrations of /-s/-weakening in Table

4. I l, in the column headed 
'loss'. Further examples , organized by the

tonic phoneme, are:

lpitol pito I mtilal mula
lpirtl pitos lml6,lel mulas
lp6lo I pelo lk6sal cosl
lp€bl pelos /kise I cosas
lptftb I palos lpillol paloas

4.1.7.2.6 Mergerof /-r/ and /-l/

Sytlable-final (including word-final and phrase-final) liquids are most

frequently neutralized in Andalusian varieties, with varied results. The

origin of this change, as always, is difficult to determine, but as in the

case of ye kmo and/-s/-weakening may have its distant source in immi'

gration from the far north (Penny 1991b). But as in those cases, it was

no doubt the social conditions of post-Reconquest Andalusia which

determined the propagation of this feature: contact berween speakers

of many mutually intelligible varieties which produced a multiplicity

of competing variants, a competition from which the simplest variant

normally emerged the winner (see 3.1 and Trudgill 1986).

In syllable-final position, then, many speakers of Andalusian'

Spanish make no distinction berween, say, harto'satisfied' and alto
'high', 

or Arma'weapon' andalma'soul'. The realization of the neutral'

ized phonemes is very varied, ranging from the flap [r] or approximant

trl (t6nol - [6rto] = harro and alto) to lateral [l] (t6ltol = harto and olto),

l u ll r l

l o l

l a l

,7,2,7
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with a number of possible intermediate articulations, such as [J], which

exhibit both rhotic and lateral qualities. Aspirated articulations are

also frequent (e.g., fkihne] carne), as is deletion of these neutralized

phonemes, especially in word-final (including phrase-final) position. In

this position, the solution [l] is the most frequent outcome in the

eastern provinces (eastern Cordoba, Ja6n, Almeria and most of

Granada) and in northern Huelva, while deletion is the commonest

outcome in the rest of Andalusia (Alvar 1996a:247-8).

In the case of this development (unlike seseo and yekmo) there is

no phonemic merger, since lrl and /1/ continue to be contrasted in

Andalusian Spanish in syllable-initial posirion (e.g., poro'slaike' vs palo
'sticK), including those cases where word-final I 'r I or I -Il becomes

syllable-initial because the following word begins with a vowel: those

speakers who merge the phonemes with a rhotic result (e.g., [er-p6-lo]
el pelo) nevertheless use a lateral when the word-final phoneme

becomes syllable-initial (e. g., [e-16-tro] eL otro).

This neutralization, like many of the features discussed here as

centred upon Andalusia, is not limited to the eight provinces of

Andalusia. Many areas of New Castile display it, as do Murcia,

Extremadura and southern Salamanc a (ALPI 19 62: 17, 7 4). With regard

to its social appreciation, it is associated especiallywith rural and uncul-

tured speech, but has also made some headway in urban varieties,

without gaining social acceptability.

This feature was evidently carried to America as part of the

speech of early colonists, since it is revealed in many parts of the over-

seas empire by sixteenth-century misspellings. Despite this, it is today

limited to the islands and coastal areas of the Caribbean and to the

Pacific coast (5.1,2.3).

Thir d-p ers o n prono un r eferenc e

Andalusian Spanish differs from that of Old and New Castile in its per-

sonal pronoun system. Whereas most speakers in those areas have

adopted lekmo (the use of the pronouns le and les to designate mascu-

line personal direct objects; see 4.1.2.3), Andalusian Spanish maintains

the older case-determined system of reference, which distinguishes

berween le(s,) (indirect object pronouns, unmarked for gender), on the

one hand, and lo(s), la(s) (direct object pronouns, masculine and

feminine respectively), on the other. Table 4.1 (p. 91) reflects the

Andalusian system; the examples based on it are repeated here for con-

venience:
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Lo(s) n (a mi(s) amigo(s))

Elreloj melo rompi

Le( s) mandt una car ta (a mi( s) amigo ( s ) )
La(s) vi (a mi(s) amiga(s))

Lacabezalatengo sucia

Le(s) mandtuna carta (ami(s) anrga(s)).

[*direct, *animate, *count, *masc]

[*direct, -animate, *count, *masc]

[-direct, +animate, *count, *masc]

[*direct, *animate, *count, -masc]

[*direct, -animate, *count, -masc]

[-direct, *animate, *count, -masc]

4.1.7.2.E Mod.es of oddress
Most Peninsular Spanish distinguishes, for example, vosotros/ -4s soir (to

express solidarity) from ustedes son (to express distance or respect) 
'you

(pl.) are'. Flowever, many Western Andalusian varieties have lost this

contrast (as also occurs in Canarian and American Spanish; see 4.1.8
and 5.1.1.2). In much of Huelva and Seville, in C6dizandMilaga, and

in parts of Cordoba and Jatn, the only pronoun available is ustedes,

most typically accompanied by a third-person-plural verb, so that
(ustedes) son in these varieties is equivalent to both standard (vosotros/
-as) sois and standard (ustedes) son.ae However, unlike Canarian and

American Spanish, these Western Andalusian varieties also allow

ustedes to appear with a second-person-plural verb: ustedes sois
(whether or not through hypercorrection (1.5) is unclear). In the same

areas, the plural object pronoun (direct and indirect) for reference to

the second person is correspondingly se (e.g., ustedes se van = both stan-

dard (asredes) se van and (vosotros/-as) os vais). Like vosotros/-as, the

pronoun os is not used in this area.

4.1.7.3 Catalan and Valencian
Northern Catalan varieties represent the eastern extremiry of the

northern Peninsular dialect continuum (see 4.1.2), so that (pace Badia

1951: 534) there is no boundary in this area between Catalan vari-

eties and other Peninsular varieties spoken further to the West.50 As

in the parallel cases of Galician-Portuguese and Castilian, speakers of

these varieties carried them southwards (and to the Balearic Islands)
in the wake of the medieval territorial conquests made by the Crown
of Aragon, forming a new north-south continuum. These resettle-

ments produced the same kind of dialect contact (with all the pre-

dictable effects that contact no doubt produced; see 3.1) as occurred
in reconquered territories further west. However, with hindsight it is

possible to say that in the dialect mix from which the Balearic vari-

eties of Catalan emerged it was the features which were rypical of the

4 .1 .8
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eastern part of Old Catalonia (induding Barcelona) which were mosr
successful, while the mix from which the Valencian varieties emerged
was resolved in favour of features rypical of the wesrern part of Old
Catalonia (including Lleida/Lerida). There may be a demographic
reason for these outcomes (predominance of settlers from east and
west Catalonia in the Balearics and in Valencia, respectively), but this
has not so farbeen clearly demonstrated (or falsified). In any case, fea-
tures belonging to the majoriry of settlers are not expected necessar-
ily to predominate in rhe koin€ which emerges under the conditions
of dialect contact, unless they have the advantage of simpliciry (see
3 . 1 ) .

In accordance with these outcomes, the main fearure which sepa-
rates Southern Peninsular Catalan (i.e., Valencian, spoken in a broad
coastal band stretching through the provinces of Castell6n, Valencia,
and Alicante) from the Balearic varieties is the retention in Valencian,
as in Northwestern Catalan, of five contrasting atonic vowels (l il , / e I ,
I a l, I o /, / ul, as in pimer, sryr, 4mic, marir, dgrar),while Balearic vari-
eties, like those of eastern Old Catalonia, most frequently reduce
atonicvowels to only three (lil inpamer, lal insggurandgmic, /ul in
mgir and dgrar).

With regard to the transition between Catalan as a whole and
Castilian, there are close similarities berween this transition and the
one that can be observed on the other side of the Peninsula berween
Castilian and Portuguese (4.1.7.1). The isoglosses that separare
Southern Catalan from Castilian essentially coincide over a distance of
some rwo hundred miles, forming a sharp boundary which begins at a
point north of the river Ebro, and runs approximately parallel to rhe
Mediterranean and reaches the sea below Alicante (see 4.1.3-4, espe-
cially Table 4.6).t'

The Canaries

The Canary Islands were discovered by Europeans in rhe fifteenth
century and were incorporated into the Crown of Castile during that
century. The islands were settled by people largely from wesrern
Andalusia, although it is evident thar there were also contingents from
Galicia and Portugal, Leon, and Casrile proper. (Note thatthe Kingdom
of Granada, comprising what is now much of eastern Andalusia, was
still to be reconquered and remained outside the Crown of Castile at
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this time, so rhat it could not contribute to the initial colonization

process.) At all events, out of the mix of Spanish varieties which came

into contact in the Canaries there emerged new varieties predomi'

nantly characterizedby features stemming from Seville, CAdiz, Huelva,

and other western Andalusian regions. As a result, Canarian speech has

much in common with Western Andalusian varieties, since it displays

the following features : 52

I Seseo (4,1.7,2.1) is rypical of Canarian speech, most usually with

the non-fronted rcalization (tS) of dental /g/. However, the

fronted variant (hel, often identified by outsiders as a Castilian

/e/) is heard in rural Tenerife. More strikingly, in the western

Canaries (Gomera, La Palma) the merger of voiced and voiceless

sibilants (see 3.1.3.f) has not occurred, so that a voiced dental

fricative lgl hercrepresents medieval ld'l and lzl ,inwords like

rucimo, d.ecir / queso, casa, while words which in the medieval

period displayed lt'l or /s/ here have /;/ : coza, mecer / pasar, eso

(Lapesa 1980: 519: ALEICau,1975-8). These pronunciations, like

similar ones reported in Extremadura, are important for estab-

Iishing the chronology of the merger of the voiced and the voice-

less sibilants, a merger which began in the north of the Peninsula

and spread into southern Spain after the mid-sixteenth century

(3.1.3.1). Clearly, this devoicing process had not reached western

Andalusia (or many other southern regions) at the time of the set'

tlement of the Canaries.

2 Although yeismo (4.1.7.2.2) is today almost universal in

Andalusia, it is precisely in southwestern Andalusia (Huelva) that

the major pockets of distinction berween I Al and lil are to be

found. It is perhaps therefore not surprisingthat the I ['l -lil con'

trast is widely observed in Canarian Spanish, although yeisma

dominates in Gran Canaria and in Santa Cruz de Tenerift

(ALElCan, 197 5-8 maPs 904, 930, 9 5 4).

The aspirate lhl (4.1.7,2,3) is widely maintained in the Canaries,

in unpretentious speech, as in western Andalusia, Extremadura,

etc. As in these areas, lhl not only descends from Latin v'(humo,

futgo) but also represents the product of merged medieval l[l

and l3l (caja, mujer) (ALElCan, 1975-8: maps 927,973,980, l0l1l

l  res).
Weakenin gof I -s I is rypical of the Spanish spoken throughout the
Canaries. It is of the Western Andalusian rype (see 4.1.7,2,4),in
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which /-s/ survives as an aspirate (e.g., [6hte] este) oris assimilated

ro rhe following consonanr (e.g., [i6la] fitla] isla) (Oftedal 1985:

5 1-8; ALEICaw, I97 5-8:. maps 905 -6, 9 12-13). However, treatment

of syllable-final /s/ does not lead to the expanded vowel-system of

the rype observed in eastern Andalusia (4.1,7.2.r).

Merger of syllable-final I -r I and I -Il 11.t,2.2.6) is also rypical of

Canarian Spanish (e.g., [hilto] harto),with a similar range of out-

comes to those observed in Andalusia, including occasional aspi-

rate articulations, especially before nasals (e.g., [kanne] carne).

Third-person pronoun reference is of the Southern Spanish and

American Spanish type, in which le(s,) is reserved for indirect-

object function, and lo(s) continues to function in accordance

with its erymology, signalling direct-object referents, both per-

sonal and non-personal (see examples in 4.1.7.2.7).

In most Canarian varieties, modes of second-person plural

address are like those of western Andalusia and America, with

loss of vosotros/ -as and of the historically second-Person plural

verb-forms (4.1.7.2.8), so that, for example, (ustedes) vanis equiv-

alent to both standard (vosotros) vais and standard (ustedes) van.

However, in the western Canaries (La Gomera, El Hierro, parts of

La Palma) (vosotros) vais continues in use.

Although, as we have seen, Canarian Spanish shares many of its

features with Andalusian Spanish, it has at least one phonetic feature

which appears to be unique. Magne Oftedal (1985) describes lenition

(in the form of voicing) of intervocalic lpl, ltl , lt[l and /k/ in the

speech of Gran Canaria. These phonemes aPpear as [b], tdl, tdil and [g]
respectively, whenever the phoneme occurs berween vowels, whether

word-initially (e.g., [la bita] lnpan) or word-internally (e.g., [deb6rte]
d"eporte). Taken together with loss of word-fina| I -sl in the varieties he

describes, he is able to claim that Canarian Spanish offers word-initial

consonant mutation in the Celtic manner: [la g6la] lacalnvs fla kala] las

col"as. For a similar claim in connection with Eastern Andalusian, see

Penny (1986).

Canarian Spanish also shares a number of features, especially

vocabulary, with northwestern Peninsular varieties. One such consists

of the values of the preterite and perfect verb-forms, which differ from

those used in the rest of the Peninsula, but coincide with those used in

Galicia, Leon, Asturias, and Cantabria, as well as in Spanish America.

For further discussion, see ,.1.3.2.
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4.2 Sociolvqriotion

Since the middte of the rwentieth century it has become abundantly;

clear that, in all languages, variation in certain linguistic features is cor'

related with sociological variables such as age, social class, educational

background, sex, and so on (1.1.2). Studies of this kind of co-variation

have not been abundant in the Spanish-speaking world, where sociolin'

guistic study has most frequently been directed towards matters of lan'

guage contact and code-switching, especially in bilingual areas such as

Catalonia, the Basque Country, Galicia, the Andes, or the U$

Southwest. It follows that no comprehensive account of social varia,

tion in Spain can yet be attempted, although there are perhapS

sufficient data to allow us to present a number of case-studies of such

variation. In all the cases concerned, we are dealing with changes in

progress, which are working their way through the Spanish-speaking

community and which may or may not eventually become universal,

We do not have evidence of the rarer instance of stable variation

without ongoing change.

4.2.1 Yeismo

We have already had cause to look at this merger of lt'l and lil

(which brings together sets of words such as pollo, mallo with sets

including pcryo, ffidyo, most usually with non-lateral results) from a

geographical point of view (in 4.L.7.2.2, 4.L8), and we shall meet it

again in connection with American Spanish (5.1.2.1). We have noted

that in recent centuries this feature has spread from a southern

Peninsular base (western Andalusia) to New Castile, including most

notably to Madrid, from where it has spread to urban centres in the

north of Spain. Although we do not have recent sociolinguistic

studies of this variable, it is reasonably clear that, in the urban speech

of the northern half of Spain, the variant [d] (in phonemic contrast

with ljl) only occurs with any frequency among the oldest age'

groups and the 
'highest' socio-economic classes, and is effectively

absent from the youngest groups and from working-class speech,

where only variants such as [] (representing both I [,] and lil) arein

use.

, l
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Loss of I -d- I

In Section 1.2 we presented a model of diachronic variation (see Table

1.1) in which treatment of ldl in the sequence -ado was given as an

example of the way in which a range of competing variants (here

tdl-tdl-tol-lz,)) changes over rime, usually by the successive loss of

older variants and the introduction of new variants. It was also noted

(1.4) that historically successive variants may also apPear synchronically

in co-variation with such sociological variables as age or social class.

Such synchronic co-variation applies to the case in hand, and has been

studied in detail, for Valladolid, by Lynn Williams (1987:65-8)' In this

presumably rypical ciry of Old Castile, he found that, whereas in reading

sryl. there was a heavy preponderance of [-6do] (with some cases of

t-inol) in participles of this pattern, in conversation [-6o] and [-6p] were

dominant in all social classes. And untike what has been reported else-

where, women inValladolid show more resistance than men to the inno-

vatory variants, in this case [-io] and [-5g]. Similar observations could no

doubi be made all over the Spanish-speaking world, certainly all over

Spain, although some American varieties (such as those of Mexico)

rpp..t to be more resistant to loss of ldl inwords of this pattern'

::t4,2.2

4.2,3 Aspiration of syllable-final / s /

We have noted(4.1.7.2.4) how weakeningof /-sl gained ground in

Andalusia, probably in the late medieval period, and then spread north-

i wards through New Castile, reaching Madrid no later than the nine-

: t..rrth century. It is now clear (Williams 1983a, 1987) that this

: phenomerron ir", gained a footing in old Castile, specifically in the

, ;orking-class speech of Valladolid. tn that ciry eighteen- to rwenry-six-

year-olds make frequent use of velarized or aspirated articulations of

ls/ before lkl (e.g., [6"ko], [6hko] asco). Weakening does not occur

6efore consonants other than /k/, and is a strong marker of social class,

being limited to those of working-class status, both males and females.

: 4.2.4 Neutrali zation of atonic vowels

Smndard Spanish has a system of five vowel phonemes in unstressed syl-

lables (except in word-final syllables, where only three occur): reclbir,
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tgmer, cqntar, morir, dUrar). [n educated speech, this five-fold contrast is

adhered to everywhere, but in less educated social strata (especially, but ;

not exclusively, in rural environments) there is abundant evidence of

merger berween the rwo front vowels (lil and I el) and the rwo back

vowels (l o I and / u / ) respectively. This merger is manifested not by con'

sistentpreferencefor,say,  / i /  instead of  le l  ,ot  lo l instead of  lu l ,but in

hesitation berween these pairs of vowels. The precise realization of the

atonic vowel(s) in a given word may be determined by such factors as di$''

similation of high front vowels (l i l  ... l i l

/seBit/ cin\, matching lse$ful servir), assimilation of tongue-height i

before a high tonic vowel or before a gl ide ( lo l . . . l i l  > lu l  . . . l i l t

l m u f u l  m o n r ,  l o l  . . . 1 6 1  >  l u l  . . . 1 6 1  / s u l t i r r a /  s o l t u r a ,  l e l  . . . 1 ) >

l i l ...11: ll igi6nl- /lisi6n/ Ieccion, I el ...[w] > /i/ ...[w]: I minguail

menguar), and hypercofrection no doubt has a role to play (/sigftl fat

seguir, /aberegui r/ for averiguar, etc.). Not quite so widespread, bUt'

abundant among less educated speakers in central and northern Spain

and throughout America, is the related merger of atonic I il and / e / in [i].

and that of I o I and I u I in [w] when they precede another (usually tonic]

vowel: [tj6tro] teotrolike [pjAra]piara,fkw6te] cohetetike [ku6rda]cutdt.

This non-distinctionbetween atonic l i l  and /e/,l ike thatberween /ul

and I o /, is evident in written Spanish from the earliest medieval times to,

the seventeenth century, when it appears that in the standard language ri

selection was made befween competing forms, often on the basis of tht

spelling of Latin. Thereafte r, reclbir and vlvir were preferred to frequent

recgbir and vgvir (cf . Lat. n e c 1n E R E, vlv E n r ), and sguir was standardized l

at the expense of s$uir (cf. Lat. sEquon), although these choices werc*

not always consistently made (e.g., lgcci6nbut afcion). .;
However, although such resolutions tookplace in the standard, andi

in educated speech (thereby establishing five distinct vowel units ift.

atonic syllables), the older state of affairs persisted at other linguistic and

social levels. In rural and some urban varieties, therefore, both in

Peninsula and in America, and in Judeo-Spanish, the system of atonie

vowels isbest described as having only three phonemes (l t I - I al' I u

in which lr I may be realized as either [i] or [e], and lu I as [u] or [oJ;

according to such factors as those outlined above (dissimilation, etc'). '

4.2.5 Reinforcement of word-initial luel

Morpheme-initial luel in all varieties of Spanish is normally

forced by an element of audible friction, most usually velar,
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bilabial: [vwe], [Pwe] (Navarro Tomis 196l: 64). This element is evident
in a[ words hkehuerta,huele,huevo, deshuesar, ahuecor, etc., and in the
medieval and Golden Age periods it was evidently acceptable for it to
be pronounced as a consonantwith full friction (mainly [ywe]), and no
doubt as a plosive [g] following a nasal or a pause, since in those periods
we frequently find spellings like giierta, gu€le, gievo, desgiies(s)ar, agiiecar.
Two furtherdevelopments sprangfrom this state of affairs. On the one
hand, since [ywe] and [Bwe] were felt to be equivalent realizations of
the same phonemes, it was also possible to apply the pronunciation

[ywe] to words which historically demanded [pwe]; this is indicated by
spellings of the type giieno, giielta, agiielo (for more usual bueno, vuelta,
dvuelo, now abuelo). On the other hand, the fact that [y] appeared in the
diphthon gizedforms of certain verbs (giiele, giielve/ giielto) could lead to
the appearance of [y] in the related undiphthongized forms (golrf

golver). However, from the seventeenth century, the pronunciation

[ywe] in words bke huerta, huele, huevo has been increasingly confined
to rural and uneducated speech, and the use of [fwe] inbueno, vuelta,
etc., is particularly heavily stigmatized. Despite this, [ywe] in all these
words continues to be widespread in rural Spain and America, as well
as having become normal inJudeo-Spanish (6,3.r(3),7.3(8)).


